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I

CT skills are playing an
increasingly crucial role
in the booming digital
economy, and businesses
that are not upskilling
and training their staff
accordingly, risk being
left behind. However,
the dearth of ICT skills
in SA remains an issue,
compounded by poor
education at both school and tertiary levels, as well as the lack
of infrastructure to help boost skills development. We talk to
SA’s training leaders to identify their challenges, and look at
how they are addressing them.
Another growing concern in SA is security; there just
aren’t enough skilled cyber security professionals to meet the
surge of adversaries and attacks that today’s businesses are
exposed to. Training Guide chats to some of SA’s top security
professionals to discuss how this shortage can be addressed.
We also explore what is really needed to land the top jobs,
tackling the ever-contentious issue of which is better: a degree
or vendor certifications? Training Guide chats to a wide range
of ICT professionals at all levels, who weigh in on the debate,
and give insight into the route they personally took.
Having seen the demand for ICT skills increase exponentially
year-on-year, for many years, for the first time, Training Guide
takes a look at South Africa’s top universities to find out
what they have to offer in terms of information technology
and computer science degrees and diplomas. Where is the
best place for a prospective student to get the necessary
qualifications? We reveal who offers what, how long the
courses take to complete, and what the costs involved are.

Kirsten Doyle
Editor

This print edition of the
Training Guide has an online
counterpart, TrainingWeb, with
up-to-date training provider
listings and the latest IT skills
training news.

Sponsors
Headline sponsor

Gold sponsor
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Please visit
www.trainingweb.co.za and
send through your feedback.
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Oracle University
tackles training hurdles
The institution takes steps to mitigate broadband and skills
challenges facing South Africa’s ICT sector.

W

hile there is
a prevalent
trend in the
ICT training
sector towards
an online learning model – driven by
both technological improvements
and business needs – South Africa’s
ICT sector has yet to meet national
objectives for affordable broadband
access.
Oracle University is addressing this
– and other local challenges – in a bid
to open up the many benefits digital
learning extends to local businesses.
Pragasen Moodley, director of
Oracle University Africa, says the
ICT training institution has expanded
its partnerships throughout South
Africa with training vendors that can
guarantee flawless digital delivery
through their own infrastructure or
facilities for fast broadband access.

delivery capability and infrastructure,
for example streaming training videos.
“[These] have been contributing to
the expansion of digital learning,
but there are business as well as
technological trends driving this
change.”
“Progressive companies are
increasingly recognising the value of
effectively managing their talent, and
we are seeing a rush to reengineer
performance management. The digital
training model ensures consistent
learning throughout an organisation
and is highly trackable, and this
greatly helps companies to monitor

model requires a stable infrastructure
with high-speed Internet connections.
“While South Africa’s ICT sector is
experiencing dynamic growth, it has
still not met the national objective of
affordable access to the full range of
communication services.
“Broadband access, particularly
access to fixed broadband, remains
very low compared to other lowermiddle-income countries, and the
prices of all communication services
remain high by both African and
global standards. So certainly one of
the major challenges facing South
African organisations is the inability to

“fixed
Broadband access, particularly access to
broadband, remains very low compared

”

to other lower-middle-income countries.

Driving forces
This, against a backdrop of strong
movement towards purely digital
delivery of ICT training. “The ICT
business is still rapidly growing and
there is an increasing demand for
technical training to meet the needs
of this expansion,” says Moodley.
“In the past year, we have seen an
increasing drive from both customers
and training vendors towards
digital delivery of ICT training, and
particularly subscription-based online
learning.”
At the heart of this trend, he says,
are improvements in technological
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employee development as well as
the value provided by each type of
training.”
Also, it is particularly important in
the ICT field to keep knowledge up
to date with the ever faster release
cycles, and with subscription-based
learning, employees have access to
the latest developments and can
learn as much and for as long as they
choose, whatever their job function.
However, notes Moodley, shoring up
the shift towards the online learning

adopt digital learning options due to
inefficient bandwidth.”

Skills gap
Another major challenge the country
faces, is the much-publicised national
skills shortage – a bane Oracle
University has also made strides to
mitigate, says Moodley.
“South Africa’s economic
development depends to a great
degree on science and technology,
however, there are still too few South

Africans with the ICT skills needed in
the marketplace.
“To help with the national technical
skills shortage, Oracle University is
also working with public education
and skills development bodies
to deliver much-needed Oracle
technology learning to the youth and
the unemployed.”
He says, while there is still much
more to be done to address these
very critical issues, Oracle University
sees many opportunities for ICT
training development throughout
South Africa, that will ultimately play a
large role in developing the country’s
economy.

Top pursuit
Although ICT skills in general are
highly sought after in today’s
increasingly digital world, Moodley
says the explosion of cloud
technologies is driving a huge
demand for cloud learning in
particular. “The increased learning in
mobile technologies is also connected
to this, as businesses are using ICT
to change the way they operate,
becoming more agile through flexible
solutions that benefit the organisation
as well as its dynamic and mobile
workforce.”
He says the development of ICT
solutions has also initiated a recent
rise in demand for big data and
analytics training.
On the back of this milieu, Oracle
University has invested heavily
in developing its digital learning
portfolio, predominantly videostreamed and subscription based,
says Moodley. He says Oracle
university recognised five years ago
that technological delivery capability

Tel 011 319 4111

Pragasen Moodley, director
of Oracle University Africa,
says there has been an
increasing drive towards
digital delivery of ICT
training in the past year.

was starting to match enterprise
customer learning needs.
With the pace of business
operations today, the modern ICT
learner needs just-in-time training,
that can be accessed on the job
and in a modular fashion. We have
developed digital solutions to
meet these needs, and that enable
customers to map their learning
needs to their business dynamics.
“This increased customer control
goes hand in hand with detailed
usage reporting that gives customers
a constant check on progress against
their ICT training investments.
Oracle University’s digital learning
solutions are providing companies
with enterprise-wide visibility into
the effectiveness of their training
programmes and their learning
service delivery. This insight is

Web Education.oracle.com

a crucial component that helps
companies to manage their talent and
increase business competitiveness.”
For Oracle University as a vendor,
these new delivery capabilities enable
the institution to elevate customer
conversations, adds Moodley. “We
can now focus on developing
enterprise solutions that offer highly
individualised learning for multiple
user types, instead of having to
find common denominators across
divergent user groups to create onesize-fits-all classroom training.”
He says, in the future, Oracle
University sees its digital learning
offerings – especially Oracle
University’s Unlimited Learning
Subscriptions – continuing their
increasing popularity, “in line with
tomorrow’s digital lifestyles and the
expansion of ICT technologies”. TG

Email education_za@oracle.com
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Emerging trends

call for new ICT skills
The rapid rise in new trends is leading to a huge shortage of IT
professionals with the correct mix of skills. At the same time, poor
education and a lack of awareness around ICT hamper skills growth.

Ronald Meeske,
CEO of CTU Training
Solutions

T

he fast-growing digital
economy means ICT skills
are playing a more important
role in SA’s economic health.
At the same time, the ICT
sector is experiencing significant change
across a wide range of areas. Evolving trends
and technologies are playing a profound
role in the way ICT training is designed and
delivered.
In addition, the rapid rise in the adoption of
cloud technologies, coupled with new trends
such as the Internet of things (IOT), big data
and mobility, is leading to a huge shortage
of IT professionals with the correct mix of
skills that organisations need to architect,
deploy, build and manage software and other
technology assets.
At the same time, there remains a
significant lack of improvement in SA’s
education, both at school and university level,
as well as a lack of awareness about ICT as a
whole.
Training Guide talks to some of SA’s top
training companies to find out what the
challenges are in the ICT training sector, and
how they are handling them.

New roles
According to Ronald Meeske, CEO of CTU
Training Solutions, emerging trends such as
IOT, big data, cyber security and robotics
are creating roles that there are currently
no designations for. At the same time, the
Internet, through cloud and mobile crossplatform deployment, is reinventing itself.
“If we think the Internet has exploded
previously, we haven’t seen anything yet,” he
says. “The development in technology will
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take giant leaps in the next five to 10 years.
The growth of new employment opportunities
in the ICT sector for scarce and critical skills
drives the need for extraordinary training
interventions. The ICT training landscape
will change drastically with this explosion in
technology.”
According to Meeske, any ICT professional
who does not evaluate his or her skillsets to
adjust to the new world of technology will not
survive in the current market. “This creates
an interesting challenge for ICT training
companies. What experiences do we have
to create to cater for this new world? The
traditional training model will not be able to
satisfy the needs of this new market.”
Pragasen Moodley, director of Oracle
University Africa, agrees the move to cloud
technologies is driving a change in training
audience. “Cloud technologies are being used
for myriad functions, including finance, HR
and IT, and also for core business operations
across all business of all types and sizes.
Businesses are recognising the importance of
training not only for their technical experts,
but for end-users who have to work with
generic off-the-shelf technologies and who
need to understand how cloud applications
and services need to be applied to the
business.”

Stiff competition, limited budget
Loraine Vorster, VP business development
Africa/ANZ at CompTIA, says times are tough
and competition more stiff than before.
“Training companies are forced to do a lot
more marketing and offer extra benefits to
compete. Training needs to be more flexible,
and pricing highly competitive. Customers
and individuals are more savvy in making
decisions on their investment in training.”
Vorster says CompTIA is finding older
employees are more keen to upgrade their
skills than younger employees. “The new
preferred and cost-effective blended learning
approach requires employees to give up
their private time to do training, and younger
employees feel this interferes with their social
time. They take longer to complete e-learning
modules and believe their employer should
fund training during work hours.”
According to Gareth Ffoulkes-Morris,
senior business development manager at
CompTIA, reduced training budgets are

also an issue. “Limited resources mean that
training often needs to take place after work
hours. In addition, online learning is enabling
a large amount of theory to be learnt through
self-study. With less face-to-face training
happening, the cost of training is coming
down and it is creating healthy competition
between providers.”

One of the major challenges facing
“South
African organisations is the
inability to adopt digital learning
options due to inefficient bandwidth.
Pragasen Moodley, Oracle University Africa

”

In addition, Moodley says he has seen a shift
in Oracle’s training audience – once heavily
populated with IT professionals, it is now
made up of system end-users, which will also
affect the way training is designed, handled
and delivered.
“The traditional training model will not be
able to satisfy the needs of this new market,”
adds Meeske.

Blended learning, digital delivery
Vorster adds blended learning is taking off
among CompTIA’s customers. “It is time- and
cost-effective, despite the lack of employee
buy-in in some cases. We are slowly seeing
our training partners starting to offer more
cost-effective training solutions, but many
remain traditional instructor-led training
providers.”
According to Moodley, the ICT business
is expanding rapidly and there is a growing
demand for technical training to meet the
needs of this expansion. Over the last year,
Oracle has seen an increasing drive from
customers as well as training vendors towards
digital delivery of ICT training, subscriptionbased online learning in particular.
Tumelo Khechane, sales and marketing
manager at IT Training Corporation (ITTC),
says the improvement in ICT infrastructure
and the quality of e-learning platforms has
stimulated the growth of online training. The
past year has seen a growing trend of training
materials becoming digital, although many
students still prefer the option of printed
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media. Companies also require more practical
elements to be included in the training
provided, he says.
Ffoulkes-Morris says due to the fast
pace of life and limited resources in most
departments in the private sector, training
providers are having to offer more engaging
learning experiences. “Evening classes and
weekend classes are becoming more regular
occurrences. More emphasis is being put on a
blended learning approach and more costeffective training solutions are being offered.
“A combination of text, videos, instructorled classes, online learning, and additional
information sourced from the Internet,
mentorship, forums and communities are all
part of the learning experience and are vital
to keep the interest of the individual. One
thing that hasn’t changed over the past five
years is that we still preach and encourage
the inclusion of certification at the end of the
learning.”
Moodley agrees, adding that improvements
in technological delivery capability and
infrastructure, such as streaming training
videos, have boosted the growth of digital
learning, but he says there are other trends
– both business and technological driving
changes too.
Forward-thinking organisations are
recognising the value of managing their
talent effectively, and Moodley says Oracle
is seeing a rush to re-engineer performance
management. “The digital training model
ensures consistent learning throughout an
organisation and is highly trackable, and

this helps companies to monitor employee
development as well as the value provided by
each type of training.”
It is Moodley’s view that in the ICT field in
particular, it is important to keep knowledge
and skills as current as possible, due to
increasingly faster release cycles. “With
subscription-based learning, employees have
access to the latest developments and can
learn as much and for as long as they choose,
whatever their job function.”
Khechane adds the ITTC has had to be
more creative in delivering training, by
offering career-focused education and
becoming more flexible in its approach,
allowing it to adapt to the market trends
seamlessly.

Access to broadband
Khechane says the lack of, or poor, ICT
education at school level is severely
hampering the ability to deliver ICT training in
SA. “This is specifically prevalent in the rural
areas of SA.”
Ffoulkes-Morris agrees, adding the cost of
training for the underprivileged remains an
issue, along with the lack of correct career
guidance in education.
“There is a lack of basic ICT skills. A lack
of state funding. Ignorance when it comes
to ICT careers in the sector. The quality of
the training provided is also continuously
questioned, as many certified individuals lack
the practical application when placed in a
work environment,” adds Khechane.
Moodley says the online learning model

Top eight challenges for ICT trainers
➚P
 oor ICT education at school
and university level is severely
hampering the ability to deliver
ICT training.
➚B
 roadband access, particularly
access to fixed broadband,
remains very low compared
to other lower-middle-income
countries.
➚T
 oday’s training audience –
once heavily populated with IT
professionals – is now made up
of system end-users.
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➚ Emerging trends, such as the
Internet of things, big data,
cyber security and robotics are
creating roles that there are
currently no designations for.
➚T
 he local SETA still does
not recognise all of the
international vendors, but
rather concentrates on the local
NQF standards.
➚E
 volving trends and
technologies are playing a
profound role in the way ICT

training is designed
and delivered.
➚T
 imes are tough, and training
companies are forced to do a
lot more marketing and offer
extra benefits to compete
effectively.
➚T
 he blended learning approach
requires employees to give up
their private time to do training,
and younger employees feel
this interferes with their social
time.

requires a stable infrastructure with highspeed Internet connection, and although SA’s
ICT sector is experiencing dynamic growth,
it still has not met the national objective
of affordable access to the full range of
communication services.
Moodley notes: “Broadband access,
particularly access to fixed broadband,
remains very low compared to other lowermiddle-income countries, and the prices of all
communication services remain high by both
African and global standards. So, certainly,
one of the major challenges facing South
African organisations is the inability to adopt
digital learning options due to inefficient
bandwidth.”
To overcome the broadband and other
infrastructure issues, Oracle has expanded
its partnerships throughout SA, with training
vendors that offer digital delivery through
their own facilities. “This brings online Oracle
training to companies that don’t currently
have the infrastructure or facilities for fast
broadband access.”

A solid foundation
Vorster says her organisation is seeing a
growing skills gap in young people leaving
high school. “The assumption is often made
that today most young people are exposed
to computers and technology, but we must
remember that using a smartphone and
browsing the Internet does not make a person
IT literate.
“Before, many scholars could attend a
CompTIA A+ course, pass the CompTIA
exams successfully, and find employment.
Today the South African failure rate is
the highest in Africa,” explains Vorster. “It
is of concern that many projects today
start students off on higher-end vendor
certifications, ignoring the much needed
foundation that is provided by CompTIA
certifications such as the A+ and Network+.”
According to Meeske, the cost to train a
real ICT professional is extremely high and
presents problems for both small enterprises
and employers. The local ICT training market
is mostly growing through the foundational
development of ICT skills, which sees
learnerships and internships being presented
through workforce development programmes.
“The problem is that most of these
programmes are not developing students
to a high enough level of development to

Loraine Vorster,
VP business
development
Africa/ANZ at
CompTia

satisfy the requirement of employers at the
enterprise level.”
Although this is by no means a new
challenge, Ffoulkes-Morris says the fact
that the local SETA still does not recognise
all of the international vendors, but rather
concentrates on the local NQF standards, is
also an issue. “Many individuals go through
learnerships and finish with the local SA
qualification, but cannot secure employment
because companies feel more comfortable
employing candidates carrying international
certifications.”
Because of this, Ffoulkes-Morris says
individuals are grasping the importance of
internationally recognised certifications and
are putting themselves through training.

Boosting skills growth
Meeske says CTU is contributing to skills
growth by engaging with vendors like
Microsoft, Cisco, Red Hat and others, and
has changed its offering to start training at
the enterprise level where the real needs
are. “This takes a high level of consultative
selling by morphing the different needs and
requirements of the parties together in a
custom-made development solution.
“At CTU, we have made a major mind
shift, which has resulted in us opening an
extraordinary ‘Google type’ experience centre,
with the focus in delivering a whole range of
solutions from face-to-face to blended cloud
training. We tend to find that most of our
interventions are unique customer-specific
development of human capital.
“The result of our approach is that
it has opened CTU’s market from only
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servicing South Africa to running successful
interventions on the African continent,
and the company has just secured a great
international project with a major international
consulting firm,” adds Meeske.
Ffoulkes-Morris says CompTIA is working
with the MICT-SITA and mapping our new
CompTIA A+ and Network + content to the
local standards; this will mean the CompTIA
objectives are covered in the local NQF 4 and
5 qualifications, enabling the candidates to sit
the CompTIA. “We are, however, faced with a
stumbling block in that the student still needs
to fund the international exam.”

We are seeing a demand for
“developers
for the Android platform.”
Tumelo Khechane, ITTC

In order to assist with career guidance and
generate interest in IT, CompTIA is working
closely with schools in SA to encourage
learners’ involvement in the CompTIA IT
fundamentals programme as a stepping stone
or bridging course into more advanced IT
courses when they graduate from school.
He says as CompTIA certifications form
the foundation for careers in IT, this will help
generate interest in IT, and with the help of
CompTIA partners, learners will be guided
into a career path most suited to them.
To help address the skills gap, Vorster
says, CompTIA provides a free skills gap
assessment that highlights the gaps and
shows where CompTIA’s foundational
skills can address the gaps that exist. “We
have successfully used the CompTIA Skills
Assessment to more than 200 organisations
across Africa and other regions. In addition,
we are in advanced discussions with the DOE
to address ICT skills at school level and hope
to launch our first pilot project in the next
two months.”
Moodley says Oracle University is helping
to tackle SA’s skills shortage by working
alongside public education and skills
development bodies to deliver Oracle
technology learning to the youth and the
unemployed. “There is still much more to be
done to address these very critical issues, but
we see many opportunities for ICT training
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development throughout South Africa, that
will ultimately play a large role in developing
the country’s economy.”
The ITTC has rolled out training
programmes to breach the basic skills gap.
“We place a huge focus on providing the
student with practical experience through
virtual and hands-on labs,” explains Khechane.

Skills in demand
For CompTIA, the two areas that are fastest
growing in terms of skills needed, are
networking and security. “Many industries that
are not involved in ICT have equipment that
requires networking so this is a big growth for
the future.”
CTU agrees that deep networking skills are
high up on the list, particularly those with a
strong emphasis on the deployment of new
technologies in companies. “In addition, high
level cloud development skills are on the
wish list.”
Another area CompTIA is seeing explosive
growth is in IT security skills. “Security is an
obvious one as crime is always in growth
mode. CompTIA has just launched a new
product, called Cybersecure, which is an
inexpensive, online training and awareness
module to educate all employees on basic
steps they can take to be more secure at
home and work. The module takes only 60
minutes to complete. This is quite an eyeopener.”
CompTIA’s Ffoulkes-Morris adds the
company is finding the demand for entry-level
technical staff remains the most sought-after,
but agrees the demand for more securityoriented skills is growing across all industries.
Khechane concurs that security skills are in
demand, saying ITTC is seeing huge growth
in the cyber security space. “In addition, we
are seeing a demand for developers for the
Android platform.”
From Oracle’s point of view, cloud
technologies are exploding in all business
sectors, and this is driving a huge demand
for cloud learning. “The increased learning in
mobile technologies is also connected to this,
as businesses are using ICT to change the way
they operate, becoming more agile through
flexible solutions that benefit the organisation
as well as its dynamic and mobile workforce.
The development of ICT solutions has also
initiated a recent rise in demand for big data
and analytics training.” TG
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Building skills through
people
Instructor-led training leads the way in building relationships, cultivating
skills and creating the leaders of the future.

I

ntensive internal training of
employees leads to higher
profits. This was the finding
in a recent paper published
by the Mack Institute
for Innovation Management
entitled: “Strategy, Human Capital
Investments, Business Domain
Capabilities, and Performance:
A Study in the Global Software
Services Industry.” The paper found
that ‘deliberate investments in
improving general human capital
can help firms develop superior
capabilities and maintain high
profits’. This is especially relevant
in the context of the developing
world and the ability of the
organisation to deliver standards
on an international level. However,
not all training is created equal and
the hands-on, interactive training
environment is still the best way
of communicating a message and
making sure it is retained.
“Instructor-led training in a highquality environment delivers a
focused student experience which
empowers people and gives them
the tools they need to develop
themselves and their careers,”
says Anneline Van Rooyen, Sales
Director, Torque IT. “The belief that
instructor-led training is on its way
out and being replaced by online
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learning could not be further from
the truth. It has grown exponentially
in South Africa and has become
a vital tool for differentiating
the business and its employee
development strategies.”
Many organisations still see
training in the same light as
university – more than 500
people sat in a hall with minimal
engagement. This is not the
training environment of the
corporate employee which is far
more targeted and effective. Welldesigned training solutions ensure
that the employee is certified and is
in possession of the right skills with
hands-on capability.
“One of the most valuable
commodities on the planet is time,”
says Carl Raath, Technical Director,
Torque IT. “The two biggest priorities
for the organisation when investing
in a training solution are time and
cost. It is an investment into that
employee’s future and that of the
organisation and if the programme
doesn’t achieve the goals of
certification, understanding and
capability, then it was a waste of
time and money.”
Instructor-led training comes
with a number of significant
benefits which allow for richer
learning experiences and results.

Employees are in an environment
which allows for complete focus
on the subject at hand and deeper
understanding of topic and
detail. An open and confidential
environment will also ensure that
attendees can ask questions, that
they really understand what they are
learning and are able to trust in the
capabilities of their instructor.
“At Torque IT we use people
who blend expert experience and
understanding of their subject
matter with the ability to teach;
communicating information clearly
and in a way which encourages
interactive information retention,”
adds Raath. “Our instructors undergo
a rigorous certification process where
they are tested to ensure they can
articulate, teach and engage.”
Within an instructor-controlled
environment, trainees are also given
the opportunity to work with the
tools they have to master. Theory is
great, but hands-on involvement is
essential. This is particularly relevant
when it comes to vendor-specific
training and compliance within these
rigorous frameworks.
“Our course material is vendorauthorised with the latest
technology, exams and certification
processes in place,” says Raath.
“With this training, users have the

Advertorial

skills, not just the theory. They can
go back into the office and be of
value to the organisation from the
moment they walk in the door. In
addition, each vendor requires us
to submit an evaluation at the end
of the week and if we get less than
4/5 from each student, we fail, so we
are constantly driven to ensure our
training and services are the best
they can possibly be.”
This type of training is adaptable
to suit specific personality types,
allowing for differences in learning
speed, cultural accessibility and
language barriers. It also opens
up the space so participants can
learn from one another and work
with one another to understand
specific outcomes or learnings.
It also plays no small role in
building relationships, which is of
enormous benefit to the business
and the trainee. It is an opportunity
to network, to foster richer
relationships with co-workers and
find ways of working together which
extend beyond the boundaries of
the business.
“Companies which invest in
their people are more likely to
succeed,” says Van Rooyen. “In
today’s age of information and
the rapidly changing technology
market, partnership status and
abilities change and a company
will lag behind if its people are not
trained. When we go to a client
we focus on aligning the training
with technology which is of value
to them and develop a partnership
which will ensure they always

Anneline Van Rooyen, Sales Director, Torque IT
have access to the latest training,
skillsets and methodologies.”
A long-term strategic vision for
employee training is no longer
a luxury, but rather a modern
necessity. It ensures that any
skill gaps are addressed before
they become a concern, provides
employees with motivation and
engages with them to engender
loyalty and a commitment to the
organisation as a whole.
“We have been working with

Tel +27(0)11 602 9000

Web www.torque-it.com

some of our clients for more than
21 years and they exclusively train
with us as we understand their
culture, the technologies they use,
the skills they need to stay current,”
concludes Van Rooyen. “We stay
on top of where they are today and
where they want to go tomorrow.
Training is focus and our breadth
is comprehensive with platforms,
vendors, programmes and skills
which are industry relevant and in
demand.” TG

Email info@torque-it.com
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To what degree?
People who have had successful ICT careers but
have taken very different paths to get
there, share their stories.

Barbara Mallinson,
founder and CEO
of Obami

I

s it better to get a tertiary degree or
a vendor certification? The answer
seems to be “it depends” – on who is
hiring, on the individual’s capabilities
and on the specifics of the role.
Some companies insist on a university
qualification, others look for highly specialised
skills, and recognise that keeping up with the
latest technologies is important too; these
companies believe certifications deliver what
they need.
A third group is shifting the paradigm:
accounting giant and leading graduate
recruiter Ernst & Young dropped the degree
threshold for new recruits, saying there is zero
evidence that university success is linked to
professional achievements.
This shift could make a positive impact
in a world where access to university-level
education is becoming increasingly expensive
and high fees prevent people in lower income
households from studying.
ITWeb Training Guide chatted to several
local IT professionals about their views.

Business-specific needs
Andrea Lodolo, CTO of CA Southern Africa,
says comparing the value of degrees and
certifications depends on the different needs
of companies: “Are they going to be working
on Microsoft platforms? If yes, then there is a
lot of training based on Microsoft that will get
individuals up and running quite quickly.”
When it comes to more complex skills
– such as enterprise management, service
management and security, hard-core
programming or integration – a more solid

grounding in IT is a must, plus specific
industry training targeted to the requirement,
says Lodolo.

Job vs career?
Christiaan Brand, Google’s product manager:
identity and security, says: “I don’t think
there’s necessarily a one-size-fits-all here, but
there’s definitely strong correlation between
academic excellence and excelling in one’s
career, not only in the IT world. However,
correlation shouldn’t be confused with
causation, and I think in many cases some of
the rising stars (who didn’t go to university
or college) in the tech world would’ve done
equally well in an academic setting, were they
put in that position.”
Every once in a while, someone takes a
completely different path, such as 22-yearold Taylor Gibb from Durban (who dropped
out of school and has landed a top role as
Microsoft regional director in SA) but, says
Brand, “that’s much more of the exception
than the rule, and while vendor certifications
come and go, a tertiary education is for life”.
Brand believes there is still something to
be said for having a strong foundation: a
university education which employers use
as a yardstick to determine the viability of
a candidate for an interview. “I followed
the more traditional path of doing a
bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering
with computer science at the Stellenbosch
University, and then proceeded to get my
master’s degree there too. I can’t remember
when last I used any of the theory I was
taught over those six years, but I wouldn’t
trade the experience for anything. Tertiary
education taught me how to think analytically,
work under pressure, and how to conduct
myself professionally.”

A good foundation
Lerato Mahange, technical consultant at Dac
Systems, remembers that a lot of emphasis
was placed on having a specific qualification
when she was job hunting for the first
time. “Some companies even went so far
as to advertise that they only considered
candidates from specific institutions. Although

a fresh graduate with zero to minimal
experience seldom brings much to the table,
their background knowledge does come in
handy. Whether this knowledge is from a
formal qualification or not, I guess, depends
on the industry they are venturing into.”
Mahange studied BSc computer science
up to the third year, final semester, and has
two credits left to complete, which she will
complete through Unisa. She says only a small
part of the subjects she studied is used in her
day-to-day work. “SQL has definitely come in
handy, but pretty much all I have learned up
to now has been learned on the job.”

vendor certifications come and
“go,While
a tertiary education is for life.
Christiaan Brand, Google

”

Speaking of what could have been done
differently, Mahange says: “I could have placed
more emphasis on programming, but I was
not interested in that and doubt that I would
have enjoyed it much. I don’t think a formal
qualification is a waste of time or money; I
think it serves as a good foundation.”

Self-taught
Koketso Moeti, co-founder and campaigner
at amandla.mobi, an independent social
justice organisation in SA, has neither a
tertiary degree nor vendor certification, or
even any other kind of training: “My own
journey and thinking about technology
have always been informed by what I want
to achieve and how tech can help me get
there, which has meant learning on the
go. So I am not a techie, I have just taught
myself how to use off-the-shelf platforms,
converting them to what I need, whether by
trial and failure or by learning from others
working in the same space.
“My journey has been rather unusual in
that sense. I have absolutely no IT training in
any way, but was drawn into the civic tech
space by virtue of what I was trying to do.”
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Christiaan
Brand, Google’s
product
manager:
identity and
security

A matter of attitude
Barbara Mallinson, founder and CEO of
Obami, says although she was fortunate
enough to attend university, she doesn’t
necessarily believe that it is the only path
one can take in order to have a successful
career in IT. “Some of the greatest developers
that I’ve employed and had the privilege
of working with were self-instructed, while
a few others, who may have had the right
qualifications on paper, have been slightly less
impressive.

“
Many people who have studied
only through vendor certifications
earn more as subject matter experts
than their managers.

”

Jordan Biermann, Ovations

“To me, it’s a matter of attitude – someone
who constantly looks to improve themselves
by taking advantage of the many online
resources available to them, through vendor
certification and online courseware, for
example, immediately becomes more valuable
to my organisation than someone who rests
on their laurels of having earned a formal
degree many, many years ago.”

Times of transition
Global CIO of Dimension Data Derek Wilcocks
says there is a pattern to which type of
education is best, and that it correlates to
periods when there are significant changes to
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the dominant IT platform of the day. “In the
1990s, we saw the rise of the Internet; in the
2000s, the rise of the Web; and now we are
seeing the rise of ‘as a service’.
“In my experience, a technology-oriented
degree is most valuable during the times of
transition, when it is not quite clear what new
skills are required. In these periods, employers
value people who understand underlying
concepts and self-directed learning. This
is typically what a degree provides or at
least should provide. Once a new platform
becomes dominant, employers tend to value
vendor certifications more highly, as these
provide individuals with platform-specific
skills and best practices to ensure efficient
and cost-effective implementations in
accordance with established guidelines.”
Wilcocks recommends that people who
are interested in an IT engineering career
try to obtain a degree as well as several
certifications. “This provides the best
combination of career longevity and shortterm marketability.”

Theory and experience
Clifford de Wit, Developer Experience lead
at Microsoft SA, says much depends on the
actual certification. “In general, however,
a gap exists in the practical process of
software creation. We continuously find
that many certifications teach students
the theoretical background only, without
providing them with the practical knowledge
and skillsets – both hard and soft skills – to
put the theory into practice and deliver
quality results on deadline.”
To land top jobs, De Wit says prospective
recruits need the theory of software
programming combined with industryrelevant experience of delivering applications
and software. “In addition, the experience of
working in a team environment with peers
and customers also counts a lot.”
De Wit completed a BSc degree in
electrical engineering and then spent time
delivering software as part of a development
team. “I find combining the formal structured
thinking that a degree provides with the realworld demands of delivering actual working
software invaluable.”
Rousseau Kluever, head of QlikView at
Decision Inc, says certifications are usually
focused on practical skills for a specific type

of vendor technology, and this makes them
ideal for anyone to get started on a project
quickly.
“Degrees provide a very broad and deep
understanding of the principles and practices
in the ICT industry, but may not deliver the
focused and practical skills required. While
the degree offers a holistic and engaging
education, the certification is hands-on and
targeted – both can strengthen a person’s
value proposition in individual ways.”

Tipping the scales

Andrea Lodolo,
CTO, CA
Southern Africa

regularly re-evaluate these goals. Through
this re-evaluation it is possible to continually
choose the additional direction of the
necessary training.”
Moodley adds a caveat: “For this to be
successful, individuals have to look three to
five years ahead to understand what skills will
be needed, so they can empower themselves
accordingly when the demand for these skills
arises. It is equally important to be able to
align the direction of skills acquisition with an
individual’s own knowledge of their strengths
and interests as it prevents a misalignment.” TG

Jordan Biermann, knowledge management
and research practitioner at Ovations, says
a degree will usually ‘fast-track’ a person to
becoming a team lead or manager. “Many
employers do advertise that degrees are a
requirement when posting for these types
of positions, so while a person may have
studied a degree, individual learning through
certifications will enable them to gain work
experience and the trust of their employers.”
He says work experience counts for a
lot, and people who have accumulated
their education through certifications can
still become team leads or managers,
after proving themselves capable to their
employers.
“Moreover, it is important to note that not
everyone with a degree is capable of being
in a managerial position, and many people
who have studied only through vendor
certifications earn more as subject matter
experts than their managers. There is no
correct answer here, and it ultimately comes
down to an individual’s circumstance or
situation.”

Head of department for financial systems
and processes at SITA Mai Moodley says the
choice between a vendor-based certification
and a formal academic qualification
depends on a number of factors: individual
temperament and inclination, personal
interests, stage of career to long-term career
interests, and how the qualification helps the
individual achieve their career goals.
However, Moodley says lifelong learning
is essential to a successful career. “Being
able to choose the appropriate qualification
is dependent on being able to encourage
individuals to have a clear career goal and to
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Code is king
The digital world is built almost entirely using code, which
gives programmers with the required skills the Midas touch.

T

Ernie Hipner,
business development director,
CareerWeb: Better software
means a healthier bottom line.
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echnology touches everything
today and plays a crucial role
in how companies conduct
their business and manage
their operations. At the same
time, ICT skills are in short supply, as high
schools and universities fail to produce
enough skills to meet the demand. This sees
companies vying with each other to secure
the top talent for their skilled IT vacancies.
Trends such as cloud, mobility, big data and
the Internet of things (IoT) are also driving
the demand, and application development
skills continue to be among the most highly
sought-after in SA.
“Software is at the very core of ICTs today,
from the internal systems and architectures
that control key business functions, such
as enterprise resource planning, CRM and
payroll, to the front-end applications that
handle the company sales and order tracking.
There is no doubt that better software means
a healthier bottom line,” says Ernie Hipner,
business development director of online ICT
recruitment specialist CareerWeb.
“In 2016, we will see organisations
continuing to want to hire programmers not
only for design and implementation, but for
upgrades and to get the maximum return
on their existing technology investments.
Developers who boast skills in the most
versatile of programming languages, Java,
will be well placed, as it remains core to the
development of a vast number of enterprise
systems. In addition, individuals who
have skills in Web and mobile application
development will be able to pretty much write
their own tickets this year,” he adds.
However, it’s not just about finding
someone who is competent in CSS, HTML
or Python, for example. It’s about finding
the right individuals who have the necessary
experience not only in building, but also in

maintaining, systems that have to run all the
time, all while understanding the limitations
and responsibilities of those environments,
explains Hipner.
“Developers are the people who make
things go, and who are helping businesses
navigate these times of digital disruption,”
says Hipner. “The demand for programmers
is springing up in previously unseen areas
as well, mainly due to the rise in trends
such as mobile, cloud and IOT. Today, nearly
everything attaches to the Internet. Medical
devices, household appliances, cars, you name
it, could all potentially contain thousands of
lines of code. This is why programmers are
so sought after. Their role touches almost
everything we see today.”
Hipner says he’s noticed a rise in the
demand for mobile application developers,
particularly those with Android, iOS and
Xamarin skills, as well as Java, C#, asp.net and
PHP developers.
Lara Green, branch manager at Network
IT Recruitment, says her organisation is
seeing a particularly high demand for mobile
developers and Java developers, and adds the
skills shortage has affected the business.
“Our clients inadvertently end up in bidding
wars, and if they lose, it sometimes reflects
badly on the consultant in question. The
candidates are also victims as they intend to
leave their companies without anticipating
counter-offers, but their loyalties become
divided and their defences get broken down.
Once they have resigned, it is not uncommon
for an employer to attempt to counter-offer
a candidate as many as three times. Due
to them not wanting to burn bridges, they
attend these meetings and eventually buckle.”

Big data
When it comes to a company’s greatest
asset – its data – Hipner says businesses are
seeking individuals with the skills to analyse
and interpret data, and then put that data into
a visual picture to get the maximum benefit
from it. “They need to understand what that
data is telling them, and what the underlying
trends are around that data.”
Companies are looking to use existing
data to identify patterns and predict future
outcomes and trends, all while balancing
issues of probability and risk. “More and more
we see companies climbing on board the

data analytics bus to get a more thorough
understanding of their clients, third-party
partners, staff, and market trends. They want
to understand what is or isn’t selling and why.
They need a handle on what the potential
risks and opportunities are. This is why data
analytics skills are so highly valued today.
Businesses should be prepared to pay top
salaries to attract the right people.”
SQL and Oracle database administrators
(DBAs) are also in high demand, he adds.
“Demand for SQL and Oracle DBAs as well as
data warehouse architects in SA has grown
over the last year, as the increasing volume
of data that is drowning today’s enterprises
drives a need for data management,
governance and quality projects that require
additional skills.

well-balanced graduates, with
“lotsWeofneed
practical experience as well as a

”

solid understanding of the fundamentals.
Lara Green, Network IT Recruitment

Addressing the shortage
More IT professionals need to enter the
market as graduates, at a higher standard,
in order to address the skills shortage,
Green says. “They need to be well-balanced
graduates, with lots of practical experience
as well as a solid understanding of the
fundamentals.”
Hipner believes there is no simple remedy,
because there are many reasons for the
shortage. “We need to make young people
aware of the possibilities that exist within
IT, and create a culture within schools and
universities that stimulates interest among the
youth about a possible career in IT. We need
to get more young people enthusiastic about
this field as a career choice.”
Some IT jobs are among the highest
paying jobs, not only in SA, but overseas too.
“There are excellent career opportunities in
the ICT sector for individuals who show an
interest and promise. It is an exciting space
with interesting technologies and projects to
work on.” TG
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Delivering successful
online learning via a
structured digital
intervention
Dr Madelise Grobler, MD of Bytes
People Solutions

A

ny organisation wanting to
embrace a culture of learning
in order to empower its
employees to meet the business’
strategic objectives needs to consider
how it’s going to deliver learning across
the entire organisation. It immediately
becomes clear that in order to bridge
age, geographic and other barriers,
digital delivery is the way forward.
Online learning enables a company
to reach more people with the right
information by reducing the costs of
education delivery.
The volume of educational material
that is available can be overwhelming,
so learning is more effective when
it´s done incrementally on a daily
basis. But, if one adheres to the oldfashioned classroom face-to-face
approach to learning, it´s not always
possible to reach everyone you´d
like, or need, to reach. Bytes People
Solutions’ online learning portal allows
companies to encourage employee
growth and development through
e-learning, complementing traditional,
classroom-based or instructor-led
training in the workplace.
Bytes People Solutions firmly believes
that in order to drive growth within
an organisation, one has to create a
hunger for learning and, furthermore,
provide employees with the tools
and opportunities to enable them to
consistently learn and grow. With the
technology that is available today, even
small and medium enterprises can
become learning organisations.
When considering using learning
as a driver of growth within your
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Empower your employees to achieve your
organisation’s strategy.
organisation, you need to ask yourself
whether your education ecosystem
allows people to learn easily and at
their own pace. There’s also a need
to strengthen the learning process –
not everyone will learn in the same
manner when using a digital approach.
People can’t just be presented with
the technology – such as a tablet – and
expected to be successful. Yet the
digital platform changes the entire
education ecosystem. Constant
technological innovations in digital
learning, which can include processes
such as e-learning, education
gamification, rich media and online
assessments, mean that learners enjoy
a rich, engaging, streamlined and
efficient learning experience.
Over and above this, online communities and groups allow learners to
connect and collaborate with
each other.
It´s important to note that although
learning opportunities must be available
to people of all ages, there has to be
a specific focus on the youth and an
acknowledgement that they learn in a
different way to what a middle-aged
person would – regardless of whether
you’re in South Africa or the UK. The
digital solutions provide various
innovative learning tools to explain
difficult concepts, for example, through
the use of three dimensional scales or
interactive maps.
Another essential element in
delivering learning on such an
accessible scale is that the learning
analytics must be cloud-based. The
moment you’re in the cloud, you can

Tel +27(0) 11 205 7000

reach anyone who has access to a
browser.
Bytes People Solutions believes that
if you invest in your employees, you
will experience a marked increase in
engagement. Suddenly you’ll have an
engaged workforce that will help your
organisation reach its strategic goals.
We’ve seen it in our own organisation.
Attrition rates decrease, and staff are
happier and more engaged when
they participate in a structured digital
intervention. This development
results in committed employees who,
in turn, ensure satisfied customers
and ultimately improved business
performance.
Achieve this by devising a structured
digital intervention focused around
your organisation’s goals, then measure
people against that.
Certainly, there has to be a
change management aspect when
implementing such an approach so
that people are comfortable with this
new way of learning. It’s important
to remember that many people may
feel more comfortable in a classroom
environment and may struggle initially
with the digital learning environment.
But once they realise that they can learn
at their own pace and in their own time,
the possibilities are limitless. TG

Web www.bytes.co.za
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Architecture is hot
If you want your business to thrive in the digital economy, you need to
hire enterprise architects.

T

he role of enterprise
architects is complex.
Whether they
are called system
architects, chief
architects, business solutions
architects, ultimately, their job is to
manage change.
Enterprise architecture (EA)
guides the way an enterprise works,
beginning with the business strategy,
ending at the IT infrastructure, and
including everything in between.
It provides a template of how the
business is structured and how each
and every part relates to the other.
Only by having a full understanding
of how the disparate parts of a
company work together, can the
business properly plan for the future.
The enterprise architect’s job is to
set the overall context, and establish
what needs to be common across the
organisation, creating patterns and
standards for how it must be applied
at the project level. Enterprise
architects are a conduit between
the enterprise context and any
application-specific needs, to ensure
the solution satisfies the project
requirements and harmonises with
the architecture itself.
EA is also about the employees
and stakeholders within the
business. How individuals interact
with technology is as important
to the enterprise architect as the
technology itself.
It’s unsurprising, then, that
enterprise architects are in high
demand. Their role is one of the
most challenging in ICT today, and
they are aptly rewarded – enterprise

architects have consistently topped
the list of best paid IT professionals
in SA, according to ITWeb’s annual
IT Salary Survey.
“Salaries in the architecture field
are buoyed by a shortage of skills,
particularly evident in southern
Africa,” says Stuart Macgregor,
CEO of Real IRM, a specialist EA
consultancy and training provider.
ComputerWorld’s ‘10 hottest tech
skills for 2016’ report has a new
entrant in the number one spot, and
it’s ‘IT architecture’, encompassing
a range of architecture specialists,
from enterprise architecture to
cloud architecture. And a survey
by Australian recruitment firm
Robert Half positioned enterprise
architecture as one of its top five
hottest IT jobs in 2016.
Macgregor says the field of EA
becomes pivotal as organisations
step up digital transformation efforts.
To transform the organisation in
the digital economy, most large

companies need to thoroughly
rethink their operations. This, he
explains, is only possible with a
concerted focus on architecture and
experts in the EA sphere being onhand to guide the transition.
“We’ve seen a significant rise in the
number of IT professionals that are
looking to upskill themselves with
certifications in the EA field,” he notes.
Certifications from the global
consortium, The Open Group,
are gaining value as EA industry
standards continue to mature.
InfoWorld named both The Open
Group Master Certified IT Specialist,
as well as The Open Group Master
Architect, in its list of IT certifications
that paid off the most in 2015. This is
backed up by a recent Foote Partners
report, which surveyed over 2 600
employers across 43 industries and
revealed the highest paying IT skills
were in the areas of data architecture
and The Open Group Architecture
Framework. TG

Top earners
Enterprise/chief architect

R 782 551

Business development manager

R 656 438

Project manager

R 639 663

IT manager

R 625 612

Database manager

R 622 632

Network manager

R 554 633

Enterprise architects consistently top the best-paid IT job lists.
Source: ITWeb/CareerWeb 2015 IT Salary Survey. Figures express average salary, cost to company.
Dample: 1017
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The 10 hottest tech skills
The results of the ComputerWorld’s Forecast 2016 identify the skills you
simply have to have.

4

Big data

In addition, big data / analytics was
top on the list of technologies that survey
respondents said they were currently betatesting or using in pilot projects, with 23%
saying they were engaged in such initiatives.

The hottest
tech skills

5

Business intelligence / analytics

Demand for IT professionals with these
skills is strong, particularly in industries where
the use of BI and analytics is more mature,
such as healthcare, insurance, financial
services and retail.

6
7

Help desk / technical support

8

Security / compliance /
governance

9

Cloud / SaaS

This entry level skill remains in demand.

Database administration

Demand for database administrators
remains high thanks to the growing interest in
big data, BI and analytics.

1

IT architecture

A wide range of specialists make up the
title IT architect. From enterprise architects to
cloud architects, recruiters say IT architecture
expertise is in demand as companies move
forward with various technology-driven
projects.

2

Programming / application
development

Programming and application development
continue to be among the most sought-after
skills in enterprise IT, and demand for these
skills is springing up in new areas too, driven
by the rise of mobility and the Internet of
things.

3

Project management

Project management remains a top five
skill. More IT spending equals more projects,
and more people needed to manage them.
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The importance of security expertise remains
high - security professionals are in demand
and can command high salaries.

Cloud continues to reshape enterprise
IT. Research firm IDC predicts that more
than half of enterprise IT infrastructure and
software investments will be cloud-based by
2018.

10

Web development

Web development remains on the
forecast list of the top 10 most in-demand
IT skills, because businesses have come to
rely heavily on the Web as a channel for
connecting with customers, partners and
employees. TG

Source: Computerworld’s Forecast 2016

The IT certifications that
pay off
These qualifications come out tops against 854 individual certified and
noncertified IT and IT-business skills, when judged on compensation and
market demand.

✔ CyberSecurity Forensic Analyst
(CSFA)
Cyber attacks are a real danger to
companies of all types and sizes.
Security is impossible to ignore,
particularly for businesses who deal
in any type of proprietary data or
confidential consumer data. As the
slew of breaches continue, so does the
search for IT security talent.
✔ Open Group Master Architect
Offered by the Open Group, this
vendor-neutral, IT architecture
certification offers three options: IT
architecture, business architecture
and enterprise architecture. The Open
Group worked to create a framework
for developing requirements,
identifying industry standards
and reinforcing best practices for
architects and other IT pros. With
different types of IT architectures.
✔ Program Management Professional
As ICTs permeate all areas of the
business world, there is a need for
individuals who can handle the
growing complexity of both project
and program management. This
certification provides processes and
tools necessary to handle multiple
projects, and presents a program
management framework that aligns
with industry standards.
✔ Open Group Master Certified IT
Specialist (Open CITS)
Another Open Group certification, the
Master Certified IT Specialist or Open

CITS, provides ‘a set of recognised
standards that allow organisations to
benchmark against the required skill
level, experience, and knowledge, and
select the right people for the job.’
✔ TOGAF 9
The role of the enterprise architect is
to align business goals and vision with
IT. Employers need IT professionals
with architecture skills. TOGAF is
an industry standard enterprise
architecture framework that regularly
makes both the lists of highest paying
certified and non-certified IT skills.
✔ GIAC Reverse Engineering Malware
(GREM)
Created for those who protect
companies from malicious code and
other cyber security threats, the
GIAC Reverse Engineering Malware
certification lets organisations know
that recipients have the necessary
knowledge to perform forensic
investigations, respond to incidents
in the field and reverse engineer
whatever malicious.
✔ InfoSys Security Engineering
Professional (ISSEP/CISSP)
With the all the recent highly
publicised attacks, security is top
of mind for many businesses. The
ISSEP/CISSP was created with input
from the National Security Agency
and is aimed at security engineering
and security analysis professionals.
It includes methodologies and best
practices for things like incorporating

security into products, projects, apps,
business processes and all other IT
systems.
✔ Microsoft Certified Architect
(MCA)
This Microsoft certification was retired
in 2014, which makes it a surprising
addition to the list. Some interest
remains because there is no fresh
supply of them anymore. Individuals
with this certification generally had at
least 10 years of IT experience.
✔ PMI Risk Management Professional
(PMI-RMP)
The Project Management Institute
offers this certification for those
who want to specialise in project
risk management, giving recipients
the tools and skills to identify and
assess project risks, mitigate project
threats, and exploit opportunities in
the project management process. It
recognises the constant pressure PMs
face to complete projects on time and
on budget.
✔ Salesforce.com Certified Technical
Architect
Organisations, tech and otherwise,
are looking for actionable data and
ways to get closer to their customers.
Salesforce dominates the CRM
market, leading its competition with
an 18.6% marketshare, leading to the
popularity of this certification. TG
Source: Foote Partners’ IT Skills and
Certifications Pay Index.
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Wanted:

Cyber security expertise
The shortage of highly sophisticated cyber security skills is
hampering SA’s ability to put measures in place to prevent and
mitigate advanced threats.

T

here is a growing problem in
information security, and it
has been on the rise for years.
It’s not only the increased
frequency and sophistication
of attacks, angry hacktivists, rogue nation
states or even advanced strands of malware;
it’s a huge deficit in the number of skills
needed to fight these scourges.
Simply put, there are not enough cyber
security practitioners in the world to meet the
burgeoning need for better security among
public and private sector organisations. This
dearth of cyber security skills is only growing
and intensifying as businesses become aware
of their own vulnerabilities, particularly in the
face of the slew of high-profile attacks that
have made the headlines over the past few
years.
South Africa is no different. The shortage
of highly sophisticated cyber security skills
is hampering SA’s ability to put measures
in place to prevent and mitigate today’s
advanced threats. What makes it worse is that
competition for the skills that do exist is fierce.

Skills in demand

Craig Rosewarne, MD of
Wolfpack Information Risk
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Cyber security is a highly complex and diverse
arena, and different businesses need different
skills to achieve their unique goals. Because of
this, not all information security practitioners
have, or need to have, all the relevant skills
that would make up a security team, but
some skills are in higher demand than others.
Mary Racter, security consultant at MWR
Infosecurity, says even among technically
skilled people, knowledge on adequately
securing software infrastructure appears to
be lacking. “In many software development

processes, information security is not
prioritised as a non-functional requirement,
even when it may be essential.”
Prof Elmarie Biermann from the Cyber
Security Institute, says cyber security
professionals who really understand
the environment, and who have the
accompanying technical skills, are scarce. “The
lack of targeted, cost-effective training that is
developed and offered for the South African
market is also playing a major role. Within the
current economic environment, companies
are spending even less on training. Most of
the security training courses are offered by
international organisations that are billing in
US dollars, making it difficult for people to
develop their cyber skills.”
Based on his organisation’s research, Craig
Rosewarne, MD of Wolfpack Information
Risk, says skills around critical information
infrastructure protection are hugely
lacking. “In addition, the biggest security
skills gap, particularly in government, lies
in technical security-type skills. They are
doing the paperwork, they are writing the
policy, but when it comes to hardening their
environment and deploying the right security
tools and measures, and closing any gaps,
they are failing.”
“Seeing that cyber security are buzzwords
in SA, we see a lot of companies and
parastatals that are moving towards
establishing dedicated cyber security
departments or sections,” says Biermann.
“People are then appointed or moved to
these departments without the necessary
background, training and skills.”
Dino Covotsos, CEO of Telspace Systems,
says his organisation has noticed a lack
of qualified and skilled people in many
different areas. “Everything ranging from
chief information security officers through
to security analysts and penetration testers,
there is a huge general shortage of skills in
South Africa.”

Barriers to entry, lack of awareness
Racter says the deficit of information security
professionals mirrors the overall deficit of
skilled professionals in SA.
“There is a lack of information security
awareness, as well as low cultural valuation
for information security among both

technical and non-technical communities,
that translates into less market demand for
security professionals.
“There will always be a demand for
security assurance in larger companies that
rely on software infrastructure to manage
their capital, such as banks and Web hosts.
However, demand is considerably lower in
the sectors containing smaller businesses or
businesses traditionally not assumed to have
a large digital footprint, such as retail outlets,
even when security assurance is required
to protect their growing base of digitallycontrolled assets.”

“people,
Even among technically skilled
knowledge on adequately
securing software infrastructure
appears to be lacking.
Mary Racter, MWR Infosecurity

”

SA businesses that are in the position of
marketing or convening information security
resources should be mindful of the causes
of the skill shortages so that their efforts can
address them. “The information security skills
shortage in SA is related to the broader IT
skills shortage in the country. IT skills form the
important groundwork to contextualise the
necessity of information security.”
According to Racter, high barriers of entry
to the IT and IT security sectors in SA include
monetary and cultural accessibility. “Strong
educational opportunities in IT topics often
require person-level access to computer
hardware, access to information infrastructure
such as the Internet, and access to highquality instruction. This cost barrier can
prevent the majority of the population in SA
from viewing IT as a viable option.”
Furthermore, Racter says, IT is currently
presented as a male-dominated field.
“There is a comparative lack of presence,
inclusion and mentorship for women in the
IT sector. There is also the perception that
IT is `technical’ and ‘mathematical’, and thus
doesn’t appeal to women.”
Furthermore, in communities where the
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cyber security skills as well as soft skills.”

Investing in people, training

Prof. Elmarie
Biermann
from the
Cyber Security
Institute

median education level is lower, support
(such as knowledge-sharing for technical
aspirations) is also much lower, says Racter.
“These, combined with other factors, could
help to exclude otherwise capable individuals
who believe they don’t fit technical roles. Lack
of relevance of information security in local
communities could also discourage people
from pursing information security topics, as
they cannot contextualise how it affects their
everyday lives.”
Another issue, adds Rosewarne, is that
“skills are leaving the country, and we are not
really developing or importing new skills.”
Rosewarne says there is a lack of awareness
of the cyber security opportunity. “We need
to let graduates know that cyber security is an
exciting option.” Wolfpack Risk does talks in
schools and other educational organisations
to address this issue. “In addition, the
organisation has run three graduate
programmes that take on a small team of
people, around 12, from 350 applicants. They
come on board as interns, and learn new

Barriers of entry to the
information security sector
include:
Lack of interest: Although
‘hacking’ and exploitation may
be glamourised in popular
media, securing software
infrastructure is not traditionally
seen as interesting or impactful.
Information security is often seen
as a menial afterthought.

Rosewarne says people aren’t investing
properly in cyber security training. “Skills
assessments aren’t being done. South
African companies are quick to spend
millions on deploying technologies and a
little bit more on putting procedures in place,
but the actual skills aren’t there to monitor
the technologies. Core skills just aren’t there.
There is a total lack of investment in training
and upskilling of people.”
He says public and private sector
organisations need to raise awareness
of these problems. “There’s an
acknowledgement that there is a shortage,
but we need government to establish a cyber
skills academy. We’ve helped develop a
standardised way for government to deal with
cyber security. We are currently waiting for
approval and adoption.”
Biermann believes training needs to
be practical and has to add value to
the organisation. “The cyber security
environment in South Africa is different
than, for example, in the US. Our high
unemployment rate has a direct impact on
our security systems, and we need to govern
that accordingly. Training courses have to fit
our environment. If the main objective of a
course is to train a person to pass a multiplechoice exam, then we are missing the point.
Evaluate your security team and address the
skills shortages in a targeted manner.”
Local businesses need to grow and foster
a cyber security culture, adds Biermann.
“A cyber security strategy needs to be
implemented and governed from board level.

Lack of awareness: Many
tertiary curricula for software
development neglect security
topics in favour of the
operational viability of resulting
software products.
Lack of formal training
opportunities: Even in tertiary
institutions that offer IT topics,
there are very few options for
comprehensive education in

information security. Not having
enough interest in security topics
to take online courses in personal
time should not be the reason
why information security is
neglected.
Lack of entry points into security
industry.
Lack of cultural accessibility
compounded by information
security being a niche subset of IT.

Mary Racter, security consultant at MWR Infosecurity
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Strategy to Implementation
Cyber Security Institute
A South African initiative to develop,
maintain and govern cyber security and
associated skills. This is achieved through the
development and offering of unique training
courses, security tools, compliance services,
as well as skills and awareness management.
Breakfast seminars and workshops, technical
papers, quarterly news-letters, videos, views,
discussions and practical advice by experts
from industry and academia are some of the
benefits when joining.

Training
Foundation to advanced level,
specialized, practical courses in
Cyber Security, developed and
offered by experts. Some of the
upcoming courses:
Cyber Security: Foundation Certificate in
Cyber Security (in partnership with Cape
Peninsula University of Technology and
French South African Institute of Technology)
Cyber Security: Intermediate
Cyber
Criminology
Cyber Governance
Security
Awareness
Cyber Forensics
Metasploit:
Introduction
Kali Linux: Introduction
Maltego: Introduction
Cyber Investigations
and technical reporting
Cryptography &
Cryptanalysis

Modes of learning
We have presence in Gauteng,
Cape Town and Durban with a
dedicated virtual training environment for elearning versions. Full e-learning courses
provide students the opportunity to master
the content from their own environments at
their own pace, at a lower cost.

Workshops and breakfast
seminars
Upcoming breakfast seminars and short
workshops held in Gauteng and Cape Town:
Modelling business concepts using Archi
Codes, ciphers & secrets
How to stay safe
online Cyber investigations: Finding the info
Security in business: modelling techniques
Cyber Security Awareness for Management
Cyber Security Awareness for the Health
Environment.

Social Media
Follow us on Instagram
(@cybersecurityinstitute) or
Tweet “Cyber Security training courses via
cybersecurityinstitute.co.za
#cybersecurityinstitute #cybersecurity
#training” and receive a 10% discount on any
course offered in the next 6 months.

Face your fears and join today
Join the institute: https://get.
cybersecurityinstitute.co.za/cybersecurityinstitute

Course & seminar registrations:
https://get.cybersecurityinstitute.co.za/registration

E-learning platform:
https://cybersecurityinstitute.co.za

Enrol for the next cyber challenge (starts 1 May
2016) and stand a chance to attend any e-learning
course for free.
https://get.cybersecurityinstitute.co.za/challenge

Directors: Prof. Elmarie Biermann & Mr. Louw
Labuschagne.
E-mail: applications@cybersecurityinstitute.co.za
Tel: (012) 683 8724
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It’s vital to understand your own systems and
security resources, to build your threat profile
and map the required skills before embarking
on enrolling for training programmes.”

A hands-on approach
Covotsos believes in order to address this
shortage, businesses need to take a more
hands-on approach to training, mentoring
and internships.
“There are many information security
workshops and courses out there that don’t
provide the relevant value for candidates.
Companies are taking advantage of the
‘cyber security’ boom, charging ridiculous
amounts for training courses that don’t
bring the right value. It is therefore
imperative to do extensive research and
background checks before signing up
employees to these courses.”
Companies should also look at providing
Dino Covotsos
CEO of Telspace
Systems

internships where possible, adds Covotsos,
“to either up-skill potential employees or to at
least provide some direction to people who
are interested in information security as a
career.” He says there are initiatives currently
in place, like local information security
conferences (such as ZaCon and Bsides Cape
Town) that are either free or charged at a very
low cost to attend. “Supporting initiatives
such as these is a must.”
Businesses and government should
also be supporting South African-owned
companies that provide training initiatives
and sponsor community-driven conferences
to boost the local information security
scene, says Covotsos.
In Racter’s opinion, addressing the skills
shortage should include meaningful efforts
to improve accessibility, raise the relevance
of information security in a household
context, and present information security
topics in a way that is fun and easy to
engage with.

What the experts are doing
Telspace, he says, is a team of expert
penetration testers that provides each
employee who joins the organisation with
various training course options, including
internationally recognised certifications.
“Each of our employees is therefore upskilled on joining and has a path to becoming
more senior. Telspace Systems also has an
internship programme that has been quite
successful so far,” adds Covotsos.
Telspace has also supported community
conferences ZaCon and Bsides Cape Town;
Covotsos assisted with the 2015 organisation
of ZaCon in Johannesburg. “We try to
encourage employees to attend these events
or get involved in the community.”
Speaking of how the Cyber Security
Institute handles the training and upskilling
of its staff, Biermann says it evaluates teams
and provides targeted training via short
contact sessions and e-learning platforms
to continuously test and improve skills. “Our
training includes awareness programmes,
cyber security (foundation, practical, and
advanced levels), cyber investigations, cyber
criminology, cyber governance, forensics and
cyber warfare (offensive and defensive). We
also manage skills levels and progress via
digital badges.” TG
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Brush up on your Frameworks,
and perfect your Techniques
Real IRM offers enterprise architecture-related courses worldwide,
both as public and as customer-specific courses.
We are an Accredited Training Provider for The Open Group, affording our delegates the opportunity to attain
international certifications in TOGAF®, ArchiMate®, IT4IT™ Reference Architecture, Open Certified Architect
and Open Certified IT Specialist.
EA Framework Courses
Our EA Framework courses cover the
fundamentals of each framework as well
as provide instruction on the practical
implementation of the framework in
business. Mapping of one framework to
another is also addressed.
■ COBIT® 5 Foundation
■ COBIT® 5 Implementation
■ EA Bootcamp
■ IT4IT™ Training*
■ ITIL® Foundation
■ SOA Smart Start
■ TOGAF® 9 Certification for
...Government* (Incl GWEA Framework)
■ TOGAF® 9.1 Level 1&2 Training*
■ Zachman Framework

EA Techniques Courses
Our EA Techniques courses offer guidance
on how to create and deliver architectural
artefacts that are based on a defined
meta-model. These courses are based on
industry-accepted techniques, and are EA
toolset-independent.
■ ArchiMate® 2 Training*
■ Data Modelling Foundation
■ Generic Process Modelling using BPMN 2.0
■ UML For Business Analysts
EA Tools Courses
Our EA Tools courses combine EA
Techniques training with instruction on
specific EA tools. These practical courses
include a number of exercises and
assessments to assist delegates apply the

techniques they have learnt.
■ Process Modelling using an EA Tool:
ARIS Platform, IBM Rational
System Architect, Abacus, iServer, Visio,
Sparx Enterprise Architect and Mega.
EA People Courses
Our EA People courses focus on the
human aspects required to make EA
a success. Practical exercises ensure
relevance to the EA environment and
provide delegates action plans for their
organisations.
■ Change Management for Architects
*International certification courses from
The Open Group.

E-mail training@realirm.com,
call 011 805 3734 or go to
http://www.realirm.com/training/courses
for more information.

TOGAF is a registered trademark of The Open Group. Real IRM is an accredited affiliate of Fox IT Service Management South Africa, an APMG-International registered ATO (Accredited Training Organization).
ITIL® is a Registered Trade Mark of AXELOS Limited. COBIT® is a registered trademark of ISACA.

Using IT to drive
productivity
Trained, skilled staff can have a positive impact on an organisation’s
bottom line in a variety of ways.

A

ll companies have
to train their staff
if they want skilled
people to work in their
organisation.
However, training should go beyond
the simple acquisition of skills and
even as far as to give employees
a holistic view of where their role
fits into the greater cog that is the
total solution that their company
provides.
Peter Clark, CEO at Foster-Melliar,
a division of iSolve Business Solutions
says, “When a job profile is put out,
companies normally try to match
a CV to that job description, so the
candidate will fit into an existing place
within the organisation, ultimately
enabling it to provide a service.” He
goes on to explain, “Everything that
everyone does within a company,
whether it’s to an external or internal
customer, entails providing a service.
Over and above that, the whole
company provides a service to sales –
and sales drive most organisations.”
Most businesses employ people
for specific job roles. However, once
a company becomes established and
starts to evolve, its employees aren’t
always trained to accommodate the
new direction that the company has
taken. It’s possible that the company’s
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strategy might have changed, or
it might have added new services.
When this happens, the company
often takes the person with the
closest skillset and appoints that
person into the new roles that arise.
Often, people may have the working
skills and business knowledge
required, but they may lack the
system skills for that particular role.
“For instance,” says Clark, “every
year, software providers bring out
new versions and companies spend
hundreds of millions of rands staying
current. Yet employees don’t go on
courses to familiarise themselves with
the new features and functionality, so
end up not benefiting from the new
features that can potentially change
their businesses phenomenally.
“It’s essential to keep your
employees certified and up to speed,
from the CIO right down to the
bottom layers of your organisation,
not just in terms of technology, but
in terms of how each specific job role
maps out within the greater context
of what the business does.”
The overall aim of upskilling is
to make the organisation leaner
and function better. The type of
training requirements that FosterMelliar identifies within a business
aren’t necessarily the same as those

that a line manager or HR would
identify when doing the employee’s
career path for his current role.
Clark elaborates, “We look at the
organisation holistically and look at
where the company wants to go, the
services it provides and the systems
that underpin those services from a
functional (people who use them)
and technical (people who support
them) perspective. Previously, we
used to look at people, processes
and technology. Today, we look at
processes, technology and then
people. In line with that approach, we
draw up job roles, do a gap analysis
and identify the training that the
person needs for that year. The aim is
to make the system work better, faster
and cheaper.”
Foster-Melliar takes two
approaches to upskilling: it addresses
the current skills requirement that
enable people to do their day-today job; then it considers where the
company is going in terms of mobility,
digitalisation, social media, the cloud,
just to give a few examples. From
that, the technical and business skills
needed by employees are identified,
so that the relevant training can be
implemented.
“There’s always been this
disconnect between business and

Advertorial

IT, and the CIO’s job is to bring them
together,” says Clark. “We can help
the CIO align business and IT goals
for the organisation. As much as it is
important to train employees on the
proper use of technology, it’s equally
important to train IT on business
aspects so that they can properly
understand the role that IT can play in
the organisation reaching its goals.”
Foster-Melliar identifies primary,
secondary and even tertiary skillsets
that people need within their roles.
So their primary skill is required for
them to do their job. A secondary skill
is one that complements that role,
allowing the person to fill in for an
absent colleague. This alone can have
a huge impact on productivity within
the organisation. The tertiary skill is
understanding where each person’s
role fits into the chain of events
that allows the business to deliver a
service or solution to a customer. This
includes processes that happen both
within and external to the company.
So if outside suppliers play a role
in the business’ ability to deliver its
service, they are included in the chain
of events. Generally, IT and business
people within an organisation
only know their small piece of the
puzzle, but in today’s competitive
environment they need a more holistic
view of their role in the process.
“It’s been proven that if you upskill
people and they all know how
important their role is in the service
that´s being provided, productivity
goes up exponentially. The whole gist
of what we do is mapping skills to job
roles instead of matching a job role to
a person,” concludes Clark. TG

Tel 011 807 9525

Peter Clark, CEO Foster-Melliar

Web www.fostermelliar.co.za | www.isolve.co.za

Email info@fostermelliar.co.za | info@isolve.co.za
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Rhynier de Klerk, Juanie Newby, Antoinette Reitz, Dawn Ngcobo,
Ronald Meeske, Bonita Brown, Erna Ferreira and Etienne Joubert.

CTU Training Solutions –
in a class of its own
When it comes to empowering learners with technical and business skill sets,
Pretoria-based national CTU Training Solutions represents the new age in skills
acquisition – one defined by blended learning, virtual, customised tuition and
recruitment-centric customer experience.

T

he need for certified
labour and skilled
professionals with the
ability to immediately
enter a business,
provide short-term ROI and add
value is such that traditional training
methodologies simply cannot cope.
Equipping the workforce of the future
and helping those already in the
market with relevant expertise calls
for service providers who offer an allround approach – a total breakaway
from the linear, traditional ‘chalkboard
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and books’ methodology to one
underpinned by the Internet and
software.
Established in 1987, private tertiary
education provider CTU Training
Solutions (Pty) Ltd has adapted to
changing market conditions since
inception and today delivers IT and
business training via a comprehensive
suite of full-time and part-time
courses.
Its offering includes over 900
affordable short courses, national
qualifications, international

certifications and diplomas to
the corporate market, to private
individuals as well as first-time jobseeker/school-leaver market.
The service provider is fully
accredited by the MICT Seta through
the Quality Council for Trades and
Occupations (QCTO) and specialises
in a range of networking, developer,
design and business certifications.
These certifications are linked to a
myriad of global vendors and include:
CompTIA A+, SharePoint, Office365,
Azure, Cisco, Red Hat, IBM, Android

Advertorial

Application Development, Adobe
Photoshop, AutoCAD, AutoDesk,
Microsoft Office, Prince2 and Sage
Pastel, among others.
There is a growing demand for
project management and developer
skills, the company confirms.

Customer experience
Executive management stresses
that the foundation of the business
is customer experience and this
is fundamental to its success. Its
competitive advantage over the
last 10 years has been the ability to
provide skilled personnel, with the
validation component covered by
international certification.
The business asserts that pure/
exclusive digital solutions and standalone e-learning deployments do not
work, and the human, consultative
approach is a critical component of
the modern training environment.
E-learning as a stand-alone solution
does not offer competitive advantage,
the company’s executives explain,
but when it forms part of a blended
learning solution, it yields a return on
investment because of specific built-in
measurables and outcomes.
The company explains that the
days of simply equipping people
with resources and study material
and expecting results are over. Today,
particularly within the corporate
market, it is about project managing
the entire process and responsibility,
which is one of the primary services
that CTU Training Solutions offers.
Training solution development and
application has become consultative,
with emphasis on virtual and
blended training, and is now heavily
customised, driven by the constantly
changing IT environment.
The market has moved extensively
from the days of instructor-led
training (ILT), for example, and now
the focus is on virtual, real-time and
customisation.

Tel 0861 100 395

However, as CEO Ronald Meeske
explains, the reality is that the human
interface component of the business
(mentorship and coaching) will always
play a role.
“With the digital age, training and
development has gone through quite
a transition in the past couple of years
and the space has been extremely
competitive. If you don’t embrace
change with your market, you will not
survive. We have embraced the whole
digital learning space and, as a result,
for the past three years we have seen
double-digit growth in our different
market shares,” says Meeske.

serving as a credible conduit linking
the certified, trained job seeker
with companies that are looking for
specific candidates.
Those looking to enter the job
market have the opportunity to
submit CVs to the company’s
database and leverage the CTU
Training Solutions reputation, market
know-how and experience.
The CTU Career Campus division
is an FET (Further Education
and Training) college specialising
in full-time (one- to three-year
qualifications) and part-time studies
(short courses and skills development
programmes).

On course
This solid bottom line is a testament
to the quality of the company’s
educators, its course material, training
methodology (blended learning
solutions tailored to the client’s need),
footprint and understanding of local
market conditions.
However, it is also a reflection of
CTU Training Solutions’ standing
in the market and its level of
accreditation.
The educator is a Microsoft
Gold Learning Experience Partner,
CompTIA Platinum Partner, an
Accredited VUE Testing Centre, and
is also accredited with MICT Seta,
the QCTO, merSETA, Services SETA
and CETA.
In addition, it is a Microsoft Gold
Learning Experience Partner, Cisco
Partner Learning Associate, CIW
Authorised Training Partner, Sage
Pastel Authorised Training Centre, a
Certiport Authorised Testing Centre, a
CBP Authorised Training Partner, and
a Red Hat Training Partner.
While this comprehensive suite of
accreditation confirms its credibility,
the company has also established
the CTU Recruits Division, which is
immediately accessible online.
This is another of the company’s
standout competitive advantages –

Web https://ctutraining.ac.za

Digital influence
Connectivity and digital resources
represent key trends impacting on the
learning environment in South Africa.
In order to assist learners and
cost effectively empower them with
relevant resources, CTU Training
Solutions has established a virtual
library packed with over 45 000 titles.
Despite some degree of
reservation from learners and other
stakeholders – and the need to
bring stakeholders up to speed – the
company has successfully migrated
learning resources to the cloud
and has made this instantly and
automatically available.
CTU Training Solutions, selected
as a 2015 Top 20 Workforce
Development Company by
TrainingIndustry.com, is the first to
conduction full electronic and online
candidate assessment to help place
learners at specific clients to enable
them to gain valuable workplace
experience and also reduce the
stress and difficulty for companies
to source eligible potential full- and
part-time staff. TG

Email enquiry@ctutraining.co.za
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Soft skills
Text Kirsten Doyle

The softer side of ICT
IT professionals need to keep on learning and developing their skills,
and soft skills are as much a part of this as the technical ones.

T

he demand for IT technical
skills varies from organisation
to organisation, but there is
a common thread among
them – a need for soft skills.
“This isn’t new. For many years, companies
have tried to bridge the communications
gap between developers, or programmers,
and end-users,” says Rick Parry, MD of AIGS.
“Bear in mind that skills can be learned, while
attitudes can’t. Managers need to look beyond
technical competence and experience from
employees, and look more closely at the way
they think and behave.”
There is a mixture of skills needed to
produce top-of-the-line products and run an
effective business that involve both people
and technology, he says. “People don’t always
agree, and reaching a consensus can take
some time. Technical staff who have good
people skills, and can put their egos aside, can
find a common ground to ensure there is a
consensus on goals, outcomes and projects.”
Being able to communicate effectively,
which involves reading, speaking and writing,
will always be an invaluable skill, says Richard
Firth, MD of MIP Holdings. “Thousands
of really good ideas for IT projects have
been shelved because they were poorly
communicated. The ability to explain issues
succinctly, walk people through solutions,
and delegate tasks to the appropriate team
is crucial.

Mosima Selekisho,
director at Talent Africa
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“In business, we often see that experts
isolate themselves to jealously guard their
areas of expertise. Those who learn to be
team players are worth their weight in gold.
The value of knowledge sharing to any
business is well known, however, too much
of the knowledge within a company remains
unshared. Good team players will facilitate
knowledge sharing within their organisations
and boosts their competitive advantage by
leveraging the collective knowledge of all
staff,” says Firth.
Linked to this point, says Parry, is teaching
and mentoring. “Techies who have the ability
to train users in the use of new applications
are highly valuable. If they can work side-byside with less technical users, giving them

“itsEach
generation’s way of approaching
role, as well as its general outlook,
is shaped by the culture and historical
events of its time.
Rick Parry, MD of AIGS

”

support and providing mentoring, even better.
They can be used as a resource for internal IT,
because true IT learning only happens on the
job. Core to being a good mentor is the ability
to listen, to be patient and have a willingness
to share. These skills can be taught.”

Seven ‘skills’ needed in any career survival kit
Qualities that are good for career survival are also good for career growth. If we avoid
recession, you’ve lost nothing, says Mosima Selekisho, a director at Talent Africa.

1

E
 nergy:
Display a get-up-and-go
attitude. Be prompt, be lively,
be alert at every meeting and
every interaction with peers
and subordinates.

.

2

.R
 eturn On Investment:
People, as well as departments,
generate ROI. Don’t assume
the firm’s investment in your
training and career path
protects you. Demonstrate a
return by achieving KPIs and
strategic goals.

3

.P
 ositive attitudes:
Companies shed ‘thorns’ in a
downturn. Don’t be an irritant.
Be enthusiastic.

4

.C
 reativity:
Be a source of new ideas.
Don’t simply throw out
ideas at a meeting; develop
winning concepts, take
ownership and make sure
you are associated with
successful initiatives.

5

.H
 ard work:
Talent alone won’t protect
management jobs.
Demonstrate value by
working hard and smart, and
displaying natural ability.

6

.A
 bility to look ahead:
Don’t await events,
anticipate them. Savings
and efficiencies will be

focus areas. Don’t wait for
top management to explain
the obvious. Consider
options, make estimates
and make a start. Make sure
your proactive approach is
noticed in the right quarters.

7

.R
 ealism:
Show you’re alert to new
realities and the new normal.
Show your eagerness to take
on a new role. This may entail
greater responsibility and
more work as amalgamation
and rightsizing take place. You
may find the job grows, but
remuneration doesn’t. Stay
positive. Reluctant acceptance
strikes a sour note.
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Soft skills

Flexibility and the ability to see shades of
grey are also valuable skills, Parry notes. “Too
often, there is no right or wrong answer, but
there is the need to accommodate everyone
involved. Being able to grasp and articulate
the issue, and communicate with stakeholders
to solve it, are vital to limiting time wasted
when projects suffer setbacks.”

Fast tracking
Presentation skills are also very useful for
IT professionals. “These days, presentations
are not only the purview of the business
team. Working in technology means you

to keep on learning, developing their skills
and pushing themselves, and soft skills are
as much a part of this as the more technical
ones. “It’s impossible to relax, because
technology and life never do. Having a desire
to continually learn and understand not only
how all the new technology works, but how
you can work better with those around you
will help fast-track your career.”
Some jobs offer more exciting projects,
greater challenges and better perks than
others. Some are better stepping stones when
planning a career path that will lead to a top
job down the line.

“reading,
Being able to communicate effectively, which involves
speaking and writing, will always be an invaluable skill,
particularly in ICT.
”
Richard Firth, MD of MIP Holdings

might well need to speak to large groups
of individuals, be it presenting an idea for
a project, heading up a training session, or
speaking of your team’s accomplishments
to those higher up in the business. At
other times, the IT department may be
needed to assist with other departments’
presentations,” adds Parry.
IT professionals who want to succeed need

“Ambitious IT practitioners might have a
management role in mind, others may want
to be known as innovators, or as top of their
game technically. Depending on the desired
outcome, there are different ways to carve a
path to that place, and different skills to focus
upon. Just make sure the softer skills aren’t
forgotten, or that climb to the top may take a
whole lot longer,” concludes Parry. TG

Soft skills benefits
✔ E
 nhance relationships
by providing the ability
to communicate effectively
with fellow employees,
bosses, clients, thirdparty partners, friends
and family members.

✔ B
 oost time management,
organisational skills,
the ability to set goals.

✔ H
 elp develop leadership
skills that better teamwork,
creativity, efficiency and
productivity.

✔ B
 e able to recognise the
symptoms of stress and
develop coping mechanisms
and deflecting strategies.
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✔ D
 evelop presentation skills
to improve sales, project
management and confidence.

✔ H
 elp employees manage
transition and change,
and develop strategies
for managing both.
✔ H
 elp with problem solving
and brainstorming,
to enhance the collaborative
process and improve
innovation within the
organisation.
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Addressing SA’s
ICT skills gap:
MICT SETA
Tumelo Ngwako

M

atching demand for skills with
supply is difficult in a sector
that is rapidly changing, and
long-term predictions are unreliable
on the shifting sands of technology.
This, against a local ICT backdrop
characterised by a serious skills gap.
The Media, Information and
Communication Technologies Sector
Education and Training Authority
(MICT SETA) believes there is no quick
fix for this scenario, and bases its
approach to skills development on the
premise that building and managing
talent in SA requires a concerted effort
and resources.
The institution proposes eight broad
skills development priorities for the
sector, intended to include expansive
efforts by ICT sector stakeholders:
• Priority 1: Reliable labour market
information
• Priority 2: Improved access to training
• Priority 3: Development and alignment
of appropriate qualifications
• Priority 4: Expansion of skills
development to rural areas
• Priority 5: The expansion of the Green
Economy
• Priority 6: The use of technology to
support inclusion
• Priority 7: SMME support
• Priority 8: Cross-sectoral partnerships
and projects in the delivery of learning
interventions
While some recent gains have been
seen in employment, although against
a weakening economy, the MICT SETA
feels now is the ideal time for the sector
to correct its inefficiencies, particularly
in human capital development
“Despite the decrease in South Africa’s
unemployment rate to 24.5% in the

Tel 011 207 2600/3

fourth quarter of 2015 – from 25.5%
in the previous period – the country’s
growth continues to slow down.
In 2015 the country recorded GDP
growth of only 1.3%, the weakest
performance since the global
financial crisis.”
When the economy is strong, it is
easy to overlook these things, notes
Tumelo Ngwako, sector skills planning
researcher at MICT SETA. “Now is
the time to place emphasis on skills
development.”

Shifting sands
Ngwako says improvement
in technology has triggered a
contradictory state of affairs for the
employment world. “On the one hand,
technology has made some jobs
redundant, but it is also an essential part
of everyday business and has opened
up opportunities for new applications.
“Demand for the skills that were once
traditionally the specialisation of the ICT
sector has grown across the economy
and competition for highly skilled
people has led to skills-poaching by one
company from the next.”
On top of that, he notes, increased
convergence, networking and
developments in the Internet of
Everything, means professionals need to
be increasingly adept in a range of skills.

Web www.mict.org.za / www.mictseta.net.za

“Specialists may give way to generalists
who can work across a multitude of
technologies. In the short-term, the
convergence of telecommunications
with cloud computing will require that
telecommunications engineers and IT
specialists understand both specialties.”
The prevailing wave of innovation –
coupled with a promising economic
outlook – is likely to lead to demand
for new skills, says Ngwako. “At the
same time, this is likely to create intense
competition for tech talent. There
are growing concerns about both
the quantity and quality of the MICT
labour pool, i.e. the right mix of skills,
experience and personal traits for such
a dynamic sector.”
While there is no escaping the
challenges that come with the ICT skills
gap, Ngwako says a positive sign is that
both the sector and government are
aware of the drivers behind the gaps
– and are responding to the changing
landscape through both individual and
collective action.
“It is important that the expansion of
employment in such activities drives
the absorption of unemployed people,
especially the low-skilled/unskilled.
This is of critical importance for South
Africa.” TG

Email info@mict.org.za
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Internships
Text Kirsten Doyle

Work in progress
Many companies are offering internship programmes to learners and IT
graduates in order to get them trained and employable.

S

kills remain a key issue for
South Africa’s CIOs, according
to ITWeb Brainstorm’s annual
CIO Survey which polls top
execs across all major industry
sectors. But in 2105’s survey, a positive
note emerged: many more organisations
are offering learnership and internship
programmes than before. In 2014, only
31% said their companies ran internship
programmes, while in 2015 the number went
up to 57%, nearly double.
Many IT vendors and service providers have
their own skills development and internship
initiatives, and those run in partnership with
employers in particular seem to be making
excellent headway.

Oracle SA
Oracle’s graduate programme is an intensive
one. The learner is given mentors and is
skilled-up over a (generally) 12-month long
period, and integrated into the company as if
they were a full-time employee. The company
doesn’t just offer the technical side or the
studying part of learning, it takes the learner
in, and gears them up to be employable
within their area of skill, whether at Oracle or
elsewhere.

IBM
IBM offers an assortment of internships
each year, across its various business fields,
including IT lab services consultancy, software
development, and mechanical engineering.
In 2014, only 31% of companies ran internship programmes, while in
2015 the number went up to 57%, an ITWeb Brainstorm survey found.
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DVT
DVT has a learnership programme focused
on business and software development skills,
particularly in previously disadvantaged
communities.

Khanyisa Real Systems (KRS)

Wipro

KRS, a Microsoft Partner software
development company based in Cape Town,
runs a self-funded internship for 12 developers
each year. It starts with classroom training
for two months. The interns are treated as
people on projects, using agile processes, but
in a training environment. About half of the
trainees are taken into KRS’ projects, and the
rest are placed with clients, such as Alan Grey
or Paarl Media.

As part of its local internship programme
for graduates that was introduced in
2012, Wipro, a global IT, consulting and
outsourcing company, has enrolled 170
graduates in South Africa to date. This
initiative is designed to stimulate an interest
in technology among the shallow ICT skills
pool in South Africa. The company says
the internship programme is becoming a
crucial enabler of its growth in Africa. The
programme is about nurturing talent for
local leadership and ensuring that it has
the right people on board – people who
understand local culture, local markets
and local customers across the African
continent.

UCS
UCS Technology Services runs an annual
internship programme, offering one-year
practical and paid work opportunities to IT
graduates. The internships are designed to
bridge that gap between theory and practice
through constructive opportunities for
learning and development, and with a view
to permanent employment. Internships are
offered in departments of UCS TS that both
have a need for extra personnel, and that are
best situated to retain the intern.

Business Connexion
Business Connexion has an annual graduate
internship programme, and for 2016 it is
reserving 50% of the positions for candidates
with disabilities. The Business Connexion
Graduate Internship Programme is an eightmonth training and development programme
aimed at recent graduates with no working
experience and a passion for making the
impossible possible through technology.
Successful candidates are assigned to one of
the company’s business areas.

Red Hat
Red Hat, Obsidian Systems and CTU recently
launched the first Red Hat learnership in SA.
Over 12 months, twenty students are trained
as open source professionals, specialising
in Red Hat’s open source software. The
programme incorporates six months of
theory with six months of practical work,
which is divided into three months working
for Obsidian, and three months working for
external clients, and is aimed at matriculants
who do not have the funding needed to
embark on a career path.

SYSPRO
SYSPRO’s head office runs an internship
developer programme every two years,
where it takes 10 - 12 tertiary students out of
university and pairs them up with a senior
developer for coaching over a six-month
period. The company has found a direct
correlation between students’ math skills
and their coding ability, and so expects
applicants to have achieved at least a 60%
core mathematics mark in their matric finals.
Of the total pool of developers at SYSPRO,
over 44% of them have been trained within
the company, and despite the high IT skilled
staff churn rate at most IT companies,
almost all of them remain with SYSPRO.

Barclays Africa
Financial services group Barclays Africa will
train 126 young developers in SA as part of
a skills development internship programme
that will run for 12 months. The developers,
who come from across Gauteng, will receive
training in agile software development at
the Barclays Africa digital academy at its
headquarters in downtown Johannesburg.
The programme will run four intakes of
developers over 12 months (30 developers
per intake), who will work on practical
projects for the majority of the time during
their three-month period. They will receive
weekly training for best practice in software
development on a variety of technology
platforms and frameworks. TG
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Oracle keeps pace with
the cloud revolution
Just as Oracle technology is moving to the cloud, so is learning, both for IT
professionals and functional end users of Oracle Cloud technology.

Pragasen Moodley, director of Oracle University, Africa

A

t one time, cloud was
seen as being used
by IT staff only, with
the aim of lowering
expenses. Today, it is
becoming a strategic differentiator,
giving companies the flexibility to
manage operations, maintain services,
and have all business applications
accessible to users in an instant. It is
also expanding way beyond simple
IT tasks, to encompass HR, content,
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communications across a wide range
of industry verticals.
Pragasen Moodley, director of
Oracle University, Africa, says the
move to the cloud is the key way
forward for Oracle and Oracle
University, the premier provider of
training for all Oracle’s technologies
and products, continues to build
entirely new curriculum to keep pace
with this cloud revolution, adding that
in recent months, Oracle University

has been working to develop modern
learning solutions that align with the
overall industry movement towards
cloud technology.
“In doing so, we have developed
training for IT professionals as well as
functional end users of Oracle Cloud
technology. The move to the cloud
has consequences for training delivery
as well. To provide 24x7 direct access
to all training, the content is online
available on a subscription basis
providing the same kind of flexibility
for users that the technology service
itself provides.”
In terms of how Oracle is keeping
up with the changing ICT landscape
and consequent shift in desired skills,
he says learning from the source
means that customers are learning
from the actual people who have
developed the software. “Oracle
University is completely aligned
with the development of new Oracle
technologies, as training is an intricate
part of the technology rollout.”
Speaking of how the demand for
skills has changed over the last five
years, Moodley says: “The demand
for basic IT skills around Java and
database technology has remained
for about the last six years. As Oracle
evolves its technology, our offerings
for both on-premise and now the
cloud have also evolved. The skills
needed for earlier versions of the
Oracle Database remain similar in its
core concepts but the speed with
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which technology evolves makes it
necessary to keep skills sets current.”
Moodley also cites IT artichitecture,
programme and application
development, project management,
big data, and BI and analytics as the
skills IT executives are looking for this
year. “Oracle is a leader in IT, driving
new technology and complete IT
solutions, therefore, Oracle University
also works to lead training and
education in all of these areas and in
parallel develops new and innovated
methods for optimised learning.

Oracle certification
He says all courses at Oracle
University are geared towards
preparing delegates for Oracle
certification. The Oracle Certification
Program certifies candidates on skills
and knowledge related to Oracle
products and technologies, such
as Java, Oracle Database, MySQL,
Solaris, Linux, Oracle Cloud, and
Applications.
Credentials are granted based
on a combination of exams
passed, training and performancebased assignments, which may
vary depending on the level of
certification. “Oracle certifications are
tangible benchmarks of experience
and expertise that help a student
stand out in a crowd among
employers. Only courses taken
through Oracle University or an
authorised Oracle University partner
qualify towards certification. As of
date, Oracle University has granted
certifications to over two million
students globally.”
In South Africa specifically, Oracle

Tel 011 319 4111

University has been delivering
premium Oracle training courses
for more than 20 years. “We are
present in every major city in South
Africa either directly or via one of
our authorised Oracle Education
Centers.”

without losing in quality. For this
reason we continue to expand our
digital learning portfolio into all
areas of Oracle technology as this is
the fastest and most flexible way to
transfer knowledge.”

Oracle University
Digital delivery
According to Moodley, the ICT
industry is still growing rapidly and
there is a increased demand for
technical training to meet the needs
of this expansion head on. “Over the
course of the last year, Oracle has
seen a growing drive from customers
as well as training vendors towards
the digital delivery of ICT training,
subscription-based online learning in
particular.”
He says the development of Oracle
Learning Subscriptions (OLS) now
provides customers with a flexible,
fully digital learning solution scalable
from small organisations to large
enterprises. OLS offers just-in-time,
high quality Oracle technology
content via a scalable global
platform that provides the flexibility
of learning anytime, and anywhere.
These solutions use a simple
interface yet still provide Hands-On
Labs to practice as well as access to
Oracle expert trainers globally. The
future of learning is digital.
“Just as Oracle technology is
moving to the cloud, so is learning,
both for IT professionals and
functional end users of Oracle Cloud
technology,” he adds.
“Oracle University works to
ensure that staying up to date is
easy, flexible and readily available

Web Education.oracle.com

Oracle University was established
with the purpose of accelerating
the adoption of Oracle technologies
through training.
“Various teaching methods both
online and onsite offer needed
flexibility as training remains key in
the success of any implementation,
user adoption or maintenance
activity, regardless whether the
technology solution is on-premise
or cloud based. It is one of the
largest global corporate training
organisations, and offers thousands
of in-class, onsite, Live Virtual Class,
Training On Demand, and self-study
courses for learners around the
world,” he explains.
Moodley says Oracle University
runs approximately 600 in-class
courses and roughly 90 Live Virtual
classes per week on any of 1300
Oracle technology courses, globally.
“An annual average of 200 000
students are trained in 31 countries
in 27 languages via 173 classrooms
(InClass) around the world. The
training – regardless if directly with
Oracle University or one of our
authorised partners, is standardised
in its quality and content so that
customers, in particular global
customers, can rest assured that
their teams get the same experience
regardless of location.” TG

Email education_za@oracle.com
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Tertiary qualification

IT related degrees and diplomas
offered by SA universities

ICT courses offered

Duration

Minimum Admission Point Score

Total course fees

Applied mathematics and
computer science
Applied mathematics and
computer science

4-year degree

25

R110 000

4-year degree

360 credits (UJ method)

R120 000

Bachelor of science (general)

4-year degree

360 credits ( UNISA method)

R55 000

Bachelor of science in informatics

4-year degree

360 credits (UJ method)

R65 000

BCom informatics: Information
systems

3-year degree

27

R110 000

BIS information science

3-year degree

28

R115 000

BIS multimedia

4-year degree

26

R120 000

BIT – bachelor of IT

4-year degree

30

R187 250

BSc mathematics and informatics

4-year degree

25

R120 000

BSc applied mathematics and
computer science

3-4 year degree

28

R90 000

BSc computational science

3-year degree

28

R90 000

BSc computer science

4-year degree

360 credits (UNISA method)

R65 000

BSc computer science

4-year degree

25

R120 000

BSc computer science and
informatics

3-year degree

27

R115 000

BSc computer science and IT

3-year degree

28

R110 000

BSc in computer science and
economics
BSc in the field of applied
computing

3-year degree

24

R85 000

3-year degree

43

R48 750

BSc IT

3-4 year degree

26

R105 000

BSc IT information and knowledge
systems
BSc mathematical statistics and
computer science
BSc mathematics and computer
science
BSc mathematics and information
systems

3-year degree

25

R130 000

3-year degree

28

R80 000

4-year degree

25

R170 000

4-year degree

360 credits (UNISA method)

R60 000

Business computing

3-year degree

435 (UCT method)

R120 000

Computer engineering

3-year degree

435 (UCT method)

R120 000

Computer game development

3-year degree

435 (UCT method)

R120 000

Computer science

3-year degree

435 (UCT method)

R115 000

Diploma in business IT

3-year degree

24

R105 000

Diploma in ICT: applications
development
Mathematics and information
systems stream
National diploma: IT:
communication networks
National diploma: engineering:
computer systems

3-year degree

24

R120 000

4-year degree

360 credits (UJ method)

R65 000

3-year degree

18

R90 000

3-year degree

23

R120 000

National diploma: IT

3-year degree

24

R97 705

National diploma: IT: business
application
National diploma: IT:
communication networks
National diploma: IT: software
development
National diploma: IT: support
services

3-year degree

18

R90 000

3-year degree

18

R90 000

3-year degree

18

R72 250

3-year degree

18

R90 000
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The demand for ICT skills in South Africa is nothing new, and the past few years have seen the demand grow.
This is good news for students who plan to study computer science or IT at university, and for graduates
interested in pursuing a career in ICT. But, where is the best place for a prospective student to get the necessary
qualifications?
Training Guide 2016 takes a look at what SA’s universities have to offer in terms of IT and computer science
degrees and diplomas, how long the courses take to complete, and what they cost.

Stellenbosch
University

University of
Western Cape

University of
Cape Town

Western Cape

Cape Peninsula
University of
Technology

Rhodes University

Walter Sisulu
University (Mthatha)

Eastern Cape

Durban University
of Technology

University of
Zululand

University of
KwaZulu-Natal

Tshwane University
of Technology

KwaZulu-Natal
Vaal University of
Technology

UNISA

University of
Pretoria

University of the
Witwatersrand

University of
Johannesburg

Gauteng

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
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Listings

Accounting Campus
Company profile
Accounting Campus is a Pastel
Accounting authorised training
and examination centre providing tutor/student hands-on
training towards an international qualification, while ensuring
practical knowledge of Pastel
Accounting.

Adapt IT
Contact details
012 542 1734
accountingcampus.co.za

Company profile
Adapt IT provides IT training
and development services,
facilitates best-practice workshops for clients’ needs, and
delivers IT solutions to some of
the most successful manufacturing, financial services,

education and energy organisations in over 38 countries
worldwide.
Contact details
012 425 5742
www.adaptit.co.za/training

Main line of business
Pastel training, support and package sales

Main line of business
Microsoft Office, Microsoft BI, IBM Cognos, Crystal Reports

AccTech

Africa Solution Distributor

Company profile
AccTech is a professional
services firm that partners
with customers to run their
enterprises efficiently and effectively, and provides comprehensive training on a range of

end-to-end business management applications, including
Sage ERP.
Contact details
012 640 2600
www.acctech.biz

Main line of business
Sage ERP X3, Sage CRM, Microsoft Dynamics AX and Microsoft
Business Solutions

Company profile
ASD is a distributor of network
solution products within the
sub-Sahara Africa region
offering its resellers a range
of hosted and value-added
professional services as well as
sales and technical training.

Contact details
012 665 0888
www.asdafrica.com

Main line of business
Network solutions distributor, offering training and hosted
services to resellers

Bytes People Solutions

Company profile
Bytes People Solutions is a professional provider of skills development, talent management and business process outsourcing with a
wealth of experience and a plethora of offerings to help you cultivate
the true potential of your workforce and drive excellence in your business processes. Our array of services includes assessment centres,
business process outsourcing, contact centres, content development,
enabling technologies, ICT learning solutions, online learning technologies, professional services and soft skills development.
Certifications
• Citrix Certified Administrator; Citrix Certified Advanced Administrator; Citrix Certified Engineer;
• Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate; Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert; Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer; Microsoft
Specialist;
• Oracle Certified Professional; Oracle Certified Associate and Oracle
Certified expert;
• CompTIA Gold Partner, CompTIA A+, Network+, Security+, Server+
• ITIL Foundation; ITIL Lifecycle intermediate
• VMware Certified Professional;
• National Certificate: IT Systems Support NQF 5; IT Systems Development NQF 4 and 5; IT Technical Support NQF 4; IT End User
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computing NQF 3 Generic Management NQF 5; Contact Centre
NQF 2, 3 and 4; Business Analysis NQF 5; Further Education and
Training Certificate: Generic Management NQF 4; End User Computing NQF 3; Technical Support CompTIA NQF 4 and Technical
Support NQF 4.
Accreditations
• Citrix Authorised Learning Centre,
• IEB Training Provider,
• MICT, FASSET and Services Seta Accredited Training Provider,
• Microsoft Gold Partner for Learning Solutions,
• Oracle Certified Partner,
• Questionmark Distributor,
• Certified Trivantis Partner,
• VMware Authorised Training Centre,
• CompTIA Authorised Gold Partner,
• ITIL Accredited Training Provider
• Pearson VUE testing centre
• Prometric Testing centre
Vendor accreditations
Citrix, CompTIA, Microsoft, Oracle, Pearson Vue, Prometric, Qlikview,
eGain, TeleOpti, CallCabinet, Eyerys, Questionmark, Trivantis and
VMware
Contact details
Tel: 011 205-7000, E-mail: Madelise.Grobler@bytes.co.za

Alicornio Africa
Alicornio Africa

allaboutXpert
allaboutXpert

Company profile
Contact details
Company
profile
Contact
details
Alicornio
Africa
offers courses
011
513 4083
Alicornioto
Africa
offers
courses
011 513 4083
designed
educate
business
www.alicornio.co.za
designed topractitioners
educate business
www.alicornio.co.za
intelligence
and
intelligence
practitioners
and
users
in the concepts
of data
users in the concepts
of data
warehousing
and business
warehousing
and
business
intelligence, and the Sagent
intelligence, and the Sagent
Solution
technology usage.
Solution technology usage.
Main line of business
Main line of business
Technology, consulting and training services covering data
Technology, consulting and training services covering data
warehousing
warehousing

Company profile
Company
profile
allaboutXpert
is an established
allaboutXpert
is an established
project management
training
project
management
training
and development
institution,
and
development
institution,
providing
a complete
range of
providing
a complete intervenrange of
project management
project
tions. management interventions.

Aligned4Learning
Aligned4Learning

Analytix
Analytix

Company profile
Company profile
Aligned4Learning helps
Aligned4Learning helps
organisations develop their
organisations develop their
learning
strategy, design learnlearning strategy, design learning
ingarchitecture
architectureand
andprograms,
programs,
and
andmeasure
measureeffectiveness.
effectiveness.
Aligned4Learning
Aligned4Learningisisaapartner
partner
company
companyininThe
TheAligned
AlignedGroup.
Group.

Contact details
Contact details
021 557 0709
021 557 0709
www.alignedlearning.co.za
www.alignedlearning.co.za

Main
Mainline
lineof
of business
business
Learning
Learningstrategy
strategyand
andarchitecture
architecture design
design and
and implementation
implementation

Contact details
Contact
details
011 549 8600
011
549 8600
www.allaboutxpert.com
www.allaboutxpert.com

Main line of business
Main line of business
Short courses, certifications and professional accreditations in
Short courses, certifications and professional accreditations in
project management
project management

Company profile
Company profile
Analytix is a training and
Analytix is a training and
consultancy firm that assists
consultancy firm that assists
organisations to understand,
organisations to understand,
implement and
and comply
comply with
with ininimplement
dustry best-practice
best-practice standards
standards
dustry
and frameworks
frameworks that
that lead
lead to
to
and
process
and
business
improveprocess and business improvement.
ment.

Contact details
Contact details
011 706 8263
011 706 8263
ww.analytix.co.za
ww.analytix.co.za

Main line
line of
of business
business
Main
Foundation and
and certification
certification courses:
courses:COBIT,
COBIT,ITIL,
ITIL,ISO/IEC
ISO/IEC
Foundation

Oracle Learning
Subscriptions
One Digital Solution – Flexible & Scalable –
Always Up-To-Date. Learning Simplified.

Simplify Learning and Achieve Results
with Oracle Learning Subscriptions
Find out more:
http://education.oracle.com/subscribe
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Applisential
Company profile
Applisential provides advisory and project management
services for the integration of
ERP systems into business and
public enterprises. It also offers
business-process-based ERP
systems and CBT training to its
clients.

AstroTech
Contact details
012 345 34787
www.applisential.co.za

Company profile
AstroTech provides management, business skills, human
resources and IT training
courses based on international
best-practice methodologies.
AstroTech is one of South
Africa’s premier training providers.

Contact details
011 582 3222
www.astrotech.co.za

Main line of business
IT outsourcing, ERP systems implementation and training

Main line of business
Business analysis, systems analysis and IT

Apsol Training

ASYST Intelligence

Company profile
Apsol Training is a specialist
computer training company
and a member of the Microsoft
Research Programme, Microsoft Partners, and a MICT SETA
accredited training provider.

Contact details
021 910 3858
www.apsol.co.za

Main line of business
Microsoft applications training

Company profile
ASYST Intelligence is a focused
BI, data warehousing and
financial intelligence company
that sells software, implements, trains and supports
SAP Business Objects, Roambi,

Microstrategy and Microsoft.
ASYST is also a SAP authorised
education partner.
Contact details
011 025 2300
www.asystint.co.za

Main line of business
SAP Business Objects and Microsoft value-added reseller

CTU Training Solutions

Company profile
CTU Training Solutions (PTY) Ltd, established in 1987, is a private
tertiary education provider specialising in career (full-time and
part-time training courses) and corporate solutions. CTU consists of
three divisions: corporate, dedicated to providing corporate training
and development solutions; the career division, specialising in oneto three-year part-time and full- time training for school leavers or
career changers; and the recruits division, specialising in the placement of our IT graduates.
Certifications
Networking: CompTIA A+, CompTIA Network+, MTA, Windows
10, Windows Server, SQL Server, SharePoint, Office365, Azure,
Exchange, Skype for Business, System Center, CRM, Cisco CCNA and
CCNP, Red Hat, CyberSec, SUSE, IBM
Developer: Web Applications, SharePoint Applications, Windows
Store Apps, Android Application Development
Design: Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, AutoCAD, AutoDesk,
3D Studio Max, Flash

Business: Sage Pastel, Microsoft Office, Certified Business
Professional, ITIL, Prince2, Cobit.
Accreditations
Microsoft Gold Learning Experience Partner, CompTIA Platinum
Partner, Accredited VUE Testing Centre, Registered with the QCTO,
merSETA, Services SETA and CETA. Accredited with MICT Seta,
Cisco Partner Learning Associate, CIW Authorized Training Partner,
Sage Pastel Authorised Training Centre, Certiport Authorised Testing
Centre, CBP Authorized Training Partner, Red Hat Training Partner
Vendor Accreditations
Microsoft, Cisco, CompTIA, CBP, Sage Pastel, Red Hat, CIW, HP,
AutoDesk, Adobe, Red Hat, Ingram Micro (IBM), SUSE, ITPrenuers
(EC-Council)
Contact details
Rhynier de Klerk, Marketing Director, Tel: 012 998 2424
E-mail: rhynierd@ctutraining.co.za, enquiry@ctutraining.co.za
Contact Centre: 0861 100 395

Main line of business
In line with industry requirements, CTU Training Solutions is fully accredited by the MICT SETA (ACC/2006/07/186) through the Quality
Council for Trades and Occupations (QCTO). We offer a variety of up-to-date design, business and IT training solutions with national
qualifications and vendor-specific international certifications.
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Audit Excel

CA Education

Company profile
Audit Excel offers a range of
solutions to improve Excel
and financial modelling skills.
Courses include beginner, intermediate and advanced Excel,

as well as various financial
modelling courses.
Contact details
011 259 9111
www.auditexcel.co.za

Company profile
CA Education’s catalogue of
training courses, the CA Productivity Accelerator and CA
Certification, helps maximise
business results with CA Technologies software by delivering

training solutions that develop
agile, competent and proactive
IT professionals.
Contact details
011 417 8699
www.ca.com/za/education

Main line of business
Beginner, intermediate and advanced MS Excel training

Main line of business
Provider of CA Technologies software training solutions

Blazing Moon Corporate

CBM Training

Company profile
Blazing Moon Corporate Training is MICT SETA accredited
training provider with 26 years’
experience servicing the corporate market throughout SA by

Company profile
CBM Training provides
short-duration, high-intensity
practical training courses to
companies in South Africa.
CBM Training focuses on delivering training on management,

providing for accredited and
customised training solutions.
Contact details
011 728 772
www.blazingmoon.co.za

Main line of business
Customised IT training for end-users, IT professionals and all
levels of management

AUTHORIZED TRAINING PARTNER

Gold Learning

TRAINING ORGANIZATION ACCREDITED BY
ON BEHALF OF

secretarial, financial, Microsoft
Office and project management skills.
Contact details
011 454 5505
www.cbmtraining.co.za

Main line of business
Short-duration, high-intensity corporate training
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Compulink Academy

CTU Training

Company profile
Compulink Academy is a Sage
Pastel Authorised Training
and Exam Centre based in
Weltevreden Park, Roodepoort.
It supplies and installs financial
and manufacturing systems

Company profile
CTU Training is fully accredited
by the MICT SETA, and specialises in skills training across
various fields in the IT industry,
for individuals and companies,
through its corporate and

and has trained several thousand learners over its 20-year
existence.
Contact details
011 791 6262
www.compulink.co.za

career divisions. It specialises
in one- to three-year training
programmes.
Contact details
012 998 2424
www.ctutraining.co.za

Main line of business
Sage Pastel Partner training and onsite consulting

Main line of business
Development of ICT professionals; international certification

Creative Minds

Damelin Campus

Company profile
Creative Minds offers training at more than 40 centres
in southern Africa. It offers
courses for computer novices
as well as school leavers, IT
career students, office workers,

managers and business people
and entrepreneurs.
Contact details
021 939 6344
www.minds.co.za

Main line of business
Computer literacy and skills development training for all levels

Company profile
Part of the Midrand Campus
Group, Damelin Campus is
one of the largest private
educational groups in SA. It
offers full-time and part-time
courses in server configuration,

networking, software, project
management, IT support, programming and more.
Contact details
011 440 7020
www.damelin.co.za

Main line of business
Higher Education and Training and Further Education and
Training programmes

Cyber Security Institute

Company profile
The Cyber Security Institute provides training, tools and services
in partnership with academic and private institutions in the cyber
security domain. Training courses uniquely developed for the South
African environment, ranging from security awareness to both offensive and defensive cyber warfare, are presented via a dedicated
virtual environment. The Institute has presence in Gauteng, Cape
Town, and Durban.
Certifications
The Cyber Security Institute utilises the Mozilla Open Badge
technical standard to issue, authenticate and manage learner
achievements by means of digital badges.

Accreditations
Some of the courses are offered in partnership with accredited
higher education institutions such as the Cape Peninsula University
of Technology (CPUT) and the French South African Institute of
Technology (F’SATI).
Contact details
Prof. Elmarie Biermann / Mr Louw Labuschagne
Tel: (012) 683 8724
Web: applications@cybersecurityinstitute.co.za
Cyber Security Institute
https://get.cybersecurityinstitute.co.za/cybersecurityinstitute
Registrations
https://get.cybersecurityinstitute.co.za/registration
E-learning platform
https://cybersecurityinstitute.co.za

Main line of business
Providing cyber security training courses via contact and e-learning, including cyber criminology, cyber governance, cyber security (foundation to advanced), cyber forensics, cyber investigations, cryptography, and cyber warfare. Compliance services, including the management
of skills and awareness levels via a specialised platform and uniquely developed evaluation processes, are also a major focus of the Institute.
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Datasmith
Company profile
Datasmith is a MICT SETA
accredited and Microsoft
Certified Partner for Learning
Solutions, focusing on the disciplines of integrated financials
and ERP, BI and CRM.

ExecuTrain
Contact details
021 425 0005
www.datasmith.co.za

Company profile
ExecuTrain is a trusted and
internationally recognised
training provider for many
companies, with over 29 years
in the training business. It addresses training needs from

top-level executives to entrylevel employees.
Contact details
011 326 7125
www.executrain.co.za

Main line of business
Microsoft Dynamics GP and CRM, Microsoft SQL, SharePoint and
Crystal Reports

Main line of business
Microsoft Office and OS proficiency

Da Vinci Institute for Technology

Fast Lane South Africa

Company profile
The Da Vinci Institute for
Technology is a private higher
education institution offering
certificate, diploma, masters’,
bachelors’ and PhD programmes in the management

Company profile
As a global provider of advanced IT training courses,
Fast Lane offers a wide variety
of authorised vendor and
custom-developed curricula.
Fast Lane is a leading provider

of technology, innovation,
people, systems and business.
Contact details
011 608 1331
www.davinci.ac.za

of advanced IT training courses
offering complete authorised
training solutions.
Contact details
011 234 4140
www.flane.co.za

Main line of business
Qualifications in the management of technology and innovation

Main line of business
Cisco, Netapp, Citrix, Symantec, VMware and more

Desk Link Media Solutions

Get Certified IT Training

Company profile
Desk Link Media Solutions
provides on-site customised
training courses that focus on
Adobe Creative
Suite, combining the skills
and competencies of highly

Company profile
Get Certified offers short,
beginner or advanced courses
in programming, Web development, database development,
BI and more – whether companies are starting out, upgrad-

qualified graphic designers
with internationally qualified
instructors.
Contact details
017 870 252
www.desklink.co.za/training

ing their skills or training their
employees.
Contact details
011 803 4079
www.getcertified.co.za

Main line of business
Design/training with courses focusing on Adobe Creative Suite

Main line of business
Software, Web, mobile development skills

Eduflex.com

Gijima Human Capital Management

Company profile
Eduflex.com is a specialist provider of electronic learning and
publishing solutions to educators, publishers and trainers,
offering expert development
of interactive and multimedia-

rich training and marketing
material, and the integration of
learner management.
Contact details
021 448 8311
www.eduflex.com

Main line of business
VirtualBook e-learning platform; VirtualAssessor online testing
system

Company profile
Gijima Human Capital Management is a level two AAA
empowered company. It offers
effective acquisition, development, optimisation, retention
and measurement of IT and
technical staff as a strategic

business asset. It provides
clients with world-class applications.
Contact details
012 675 5000
www.gijima.com

Main line of business
Skills development training
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Inscape Design College

ICT Worx
Company profile
ICT Worx offers short courses
to end-users, corporate clients
and the channel community.
ICT Worx aims to develop IT
skills for the African continent.

Contact details
011 804 9827
www.ictworx.com

Company profile
Inscape offers three-year,
full-time courses in graphic
design, as well as short courses
in AutoCAD, CorelDraw,
Adobe CS, Dreamweaver,
Flash, VIZ/3dStudio and Quark
Xpress.

Contact details
011 327 2002
www.inscape.co.za

Main line of business
IBM, Huawei, SAP, CompTIA, ICDL training

Main line of business
Graphic design and computer graphics application

iLearn

Indigo Cube

Company profile
Established in 2001, iLearn provides both onsite instructor-led
and online training solutions:
business skills, Microsoft Office,
CompTIA, Adobe, HTML, and
CorelDraw.

Contact details
011 300 4660; 0861 ILEARN
www.ilearn.co.za

Main line of business
Onsite and online training solutions

Company profile
Indigo Cube enables and
improves the productivity
of key business processes. It
specialises in business analysis,
software development, and
software testing and applica-

tion security, helping organisations to improve the quality of
their software.
Contact details
011 759 5950
www.indigocube.co.za

Main line of business
Internationally certified training, consulting and software provider

Headline
Foster-Melliar
Learning Solutions
tion, ISO27001 Foundation, HDI Certifications, Information Security
Management Principles, Software Asset Management Foundation
CompTIA Certifications, Certified Business Professionals Softskills

Company profile
A level 1 B-BBEE contributor, Foster-Melliar Learning Solutions, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of iSolve Business Solutions, specialises in
providing training, mentoring and consulting in IT service management, IT governance, IT security and the entire Microsoft curricula.
All training is delivered by subject matter experts in their field, ensuring both a rewarding and enjoyable experience.
Certifications
Microsoft Certifications, ITIL Certifications, Kepner-Tregoe Foundation, Prince2 Certifications, COBIT Foundation, ISO20000 Founda-

Accreditations
ITIL Licensed Affiliate, Prince2 Licensed Affiliate, ITpreneurs Partner,
G2G3 Certified Partner, HDI Authorised Training Partner, BCS Accredited Training Organisation, Kepner-Tregoe Training Provider,
Microsoft Gold Certified Learning Partner, CompTIA Authorized
Partner Accredited MICT SETA Partner, Authorised Prometric Test
Centre, Authorised Pearson Vue Test Centre, Authorised Certiport
Test Centre, Approved Castle Test Centre (Business Qualifications)
Vendor Accreditations:
Microsoft, MICT SETA, CompTIA
Contact details
Foster-Melliar Learning Solutions, A Division of iSolve Business
Solutions, Unit 17 & 21, Sunninghill Office Park, Peltier Drive,
Sunninghill, 2157, 011 807 9525, www.fostermelliar.co.za
info@fostermelliar.co.za, info@isolve.co.za

Main line of business
Standard and customised Microsoft instructor-led solutions, including Microsoft Office and technical international certification training.
Mentoring and consulting, specialising in IT service management, governance, security, IT-related skills development learnerships and
internships, career planning, assessments, business skills, graduate programmes and venue rental.
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Info Sec Consulting
Company profile
Info Sec Consulting has extensive experience in various
facets of IT security, IT auditing
and compliance/regulatory
training. Info Sec partners with
various companies to address

Intelligent Africa Marketing
specific IT training requirements.
Contact details
082 928 3620
www.infosecconsulting.co.za

Company profile
Intelligent Africa is a marketing
and training SETA-accredited
company offering short-term
courses and in-house training
programmes on various business topics, including ICT. It

Main line of business
IT security, IT auditing and compliance/regulatory training

Main line of business
Conference and training provider.

INTEC College

Intoweb

Company profile
INTEC College specialises in
distance education, using specialist tutors. With more than
100 courses to choose from,
INTEC has one of the widest
product ranges available,

including business courses and
technical studies.
Contact details
021 426 0626
www.intec.edu.za

Main line of business
Distance education

Company profile
Intoweb offers online courses
and workshops in business,
management and Web site
marketing. Offers include
Web site marketing, Web site
development, Spammy link

is also a conference training
provider.
Contact details
012 997 7676
www.intelligentafrica.com

removal, online and lecturebased training.
Contact details
011 702 3287
www.intoweb.co.za

Main line of business
Business, management and Web site marketing.

Jumping Bean

Company profile
Jumping Bean specialises in cyber security and open source training.
Our reputation for high-quality, hands-on training is due to our team
of experts whose real-world experiences with the technologies being
taught, ensures that students’ newly acquired skills deliver immediate value in the workplace. Our secret is our passion for technology.
It’s so infectious that it instils a passion in our students to embrace
technology in new and innovative ways to solve their own challenges
Certifications
Linux Professional Institute 1, Linux Professional Institute 2, Linux
Professional Institute 3, Linux Foundation Certified System Administrator, Linux Foundation Certified System Engineer, Oracle Certified
Java Associate, Oracle Certified Java Professional, Oracle Certified Web Developer, Oracle Certified Expert Java EE6 Java, Oracle

Certified Expert Java Web Component Developer, Oracle Certified
Expert Java Persistence API Developer, Oracle Certified Expert
Java EE6 JavaServer Faces Developer, Oracle Certified Professional
MySQL Database Administrator, Oracle Certified Professional MySQL
Database Developer, Oracle Certified Linux Administrator, Certified
Ethical Hacker, Certified Security Analyst, Certified Computer Hacking Forensic Investigator, Certified Network Security Administrator
Comptia Security +, Zend Certified PHP Engineer, Apache Cloudstack Certification
Accreditations
Oralce University Partner, Linux Foundation Training Partner
EC-Council Accredited Training Partner, Linux Professional Institute,
Accredited Training Partner, Pearson Vue Exam centre, Compti
Training Partner
Contact details
Tel: 11 781 8014 Email: support@jumpingbean.co.za
Web: www.JumpingBean.co.za

Main line of business
Jumping Bean training focuses on cyber security and the open source tools and technologies that are powering the next-generation global
enterprises. From big data to the cloud, from developers and information security professionals to data scientists, Jumping Bean covers
the projects and solutions that global corporates leverage to excel. Our courses are delivered globally, on premise or off-site, delivering
value to our customers by reducing costs, shortening implementation times and increasing innovation and agility in IT teams.
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IT Training Corporation

Johannesburg Polytechnic

Company profile
ITTC caters for individuals as
well as businesses that require
skilled IT staff or want to upgrade their staff’s knowledge in
the latest developments across
all computer disciplines.

Company profile
Johannesburg Polytechnic is an
outcomes-driven entrepreneurial institute of higher learning,
accredited by MICT SETA to
offer national certificates and
FET certificates in IT. It adds

Contact details
012 654 9964
www.ittc.co.za

value to the course portfolio by
working closely with accredited
professional bodies.
Contact details
011 403 2625
www.polytechnic.co.za

Main line of business
CompTIA, Microsoft Partners for Learning.

Main line of business
MICT SETA national certificates, FET certificates, diplomas, Sage
Pastel, Microsoft, Cisco

Jeppe College

Kaelo Computer Training

Company profile
Jeppe College is an FET private
service provider, fully accredited by Umalusi, with six branches in Gauteng, catering for
various learning programmes in
both IT systems and business

studies. It offers internationally
recognised qualifications.
Contact details
011 334 2751
www.jeppecollege.co.za

Main line of business
Database programming, Web design, application programming.

Company profile
Kaelo Computer Training is a
BEE SME accredited by MICT
SETA. It provides quality training on Microsoft Office end-use
skills, project management and
soft skills.

Contact details
012 674 9451
www.kaelotraining.co.za

Main line of business
Microsoft, CompTIA, soft skills training.

Knotion
Accreditations
The Open Group accredited training provider, MICT SETA partner,
BOC Group partner, The Institute of Information Technology Professionals South Africa Enterprise Architecture Special Interest Group
partner.

Company profile
Knotion is a boutique consulting and advisory company, aiming
to inspire positive change in African countries and organisations
by making a difference in the lives of individuals. Knotion boasts a
proven track record of success in tailored TOGAF® and ArchiMate®
implementations. Our trainers are experienced architects and our
students reap the benefits.
Certifications
TOGAF Level 1 and Level 2 Certifications, ArchiMate Certification

Contact details
Phone: 011 794 9287
Email: training@knotion.net
Address: The Stables Office Park, 3 Ateljee Street, Randpark Ridge,
Johannesburg, 2169
www.knotion.net
Social media links:
Twitter: knotiondotnet
LinkedIn: knotion consulting
YouTube: KnotionZA

Main line of business
Knotion helps companies to become more strategically agile. We use internationally recognised enterprise architecture (EA) frameworks to
accomplish this. Our team is committed to deliver successfully while building lasting relationships with the people that we serve. We maintain our leading edge by playing an active role in the international EA community.
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Karabina Academy
Company profile
A Microsoft Gold Certified
Partner, Karabina Academy
provides training, mentoring
and coaching by experienced
professionals in scarce skills,
such as BI, collaboration and
customer insight.

KnowLead Consulting and Training
Contact details
011 463 8155
www.karabinaacademy.co.za

Company profile
KnowLead is committed to the
improvement of innovation,
knowledge and information
management practices through
the provision of needs-based
training, strategy facilitation,

research and implementation
services.
Contact details
021 913 0506
www.knowlead.co.za

Main line of business
BI, performance management systems, CRM, training.

Main line of business
Training, consultation and strategy facilitation.

Keybase Training Solutions

Kwazar

Company profile
Offers a range of training
options, from basic computer
training to advanced Microsoft
training, covering operating
systems and the latest software
applications. It has easily ac-

Company profile
Provides quality training in
a number of technical and
management disciplines, offering full-time and evening
courses, as customised training
compiled in accordance with a
client’s unique course content.

cessible training facilities in
Benoni, Boksburg, Sandton and
Pretoria.
Contact details
011 894 2077
www.keybasetraining.co.za

Main line of business
Computer literacy, MS Office, HTML, soft skills.

Contact details
086 1592 927
www.kwazar.com

Main line of business
Technical and management courses.

Mictseta

Company profile
The Media, Information and Communication Technologies Sector
Education and Training Authority (MICT SETA) was established in
terms of the Skills Development Act of 1998 and is responsible for
Skills development in the Advertising, Electronic media and Film,
Electronics, IT and Telecommunications sub-sectors. MICT SETA offers learnerships, internships, skills programmes and bursaries.
The MICT SETA has built strategic relationships with employer and
labour organisations, universities, TVET Colleges, research institutions and rural communities to advance the objectives of postschool education and training.
In October 2015, the MICT SETA identified the following 10 priority
skills areas in the ICT sector:
• Management Consultant,
• ICT Systems Analyst,
• Software Developer,

• Developer Programmer,
• Quality Assurance Analyst (Computers),
• Computer Network and Systems Engineer,
• ICT Security Specialist,
• Computer Network Technician,
• Telecommunications Technical Officer or Technologist and
• Program or Project Administrator.
A full list of scare skills across all MICT SETA sectors is available at
https://www.mict.org.za/downloads/SSP/THE_MICT_SETA_PRIORITY_SKILLS_LIST_2015_16.pdf
Accreditations
Quality Council for Trades and Occupations (QCTO)
Contact details
Tel: 011 207 2600/3
www.mict.org.za / www.mictseta.net.za
Email: info@mict.org.za
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Leading Edge Training

Learnfast

Company profile
Leading Edge is MICT SETA
accredited and offers a wide
range of training courses on
databases, Web development,
Web design, graphic design,
office applications, networking
and more.

Company profile
Learnfast provides a range of
end-user computer courses
in Johannesburg, Durban and
Cape Town. The courses are
designed to develop and improve essential skills. Learnfast

Contact details
011 656 4233
www.leadingtraining.co.za

attracts excellent certified
facilitation talent.
Contact details
011 262 2054
www.learnfast.co.za

Main line of business
Microsoft Office, Java, Adobe, Linux, SQL, HTML.

Main line of business
Individual and corporate Microsoft, CompTIA, Apple, AutoCAD
and Pastel training

Learning Advantage

LearnScapes

Company profile
Learning Advantage is a provider of e-learning resources
to the corporate, parastatal
and educational markets. The
courses range from desktop
applications to Web develop-

ment, programming, Microsoft,
Cisco and CompTIA certifications.
Contact details
011 628 8100
www.learningadvantage.co.za

Main line of business
Supply and support a range of e-learning solutions, including
MindLeaders courseware

Company profile
LearnScapes is the Africa partner for Ossidian Training Products. It offers a fast, convenient
and inexpensive solution for
wireless, mobile, Satcom and
broadcasting education.

Contact details
011 475 4777
www.learnscapes.co.za

Main line of business
Custom-built e-learning courses: Microsoft, CompTIA, Cisco

NetCampus
Certifications
Microsoft, ITIL, COBIT, PRINCE 2, TOGAF, ISO, Oracle, SAP, CompTIA

Company profile
Netcampus is a level 2 BBBEE contributor that offers a complete
end-to-end training solution, including a vast bouquet of technical
and soft skills courses in various training delivery formats. We are a
Business Connexion Group Company, a subsidiary of Telkom.
We offer a blended training approach. We enable organisations to
up-skill their staff on the latest technologies easily, effectively and
efficiently through the use of multiple training methods including
classroom, e-learning and cloud learning.
Our training solutions are focused on helping employees gain the
knowledge that is necessary in becoming effective contributing
members of your workforce. The business has a collective track
record of 25 years in the learning and development industry.

Accreditations
Oracle Educations Reseller, SAP Education Partner, Microsoft Silver
Learning Partner, CompTIA Authorised Partner, APMG Affiliate for
ITIL and COBIT Certifications, Authorised Prometric Test Centre,
Authorised Pearson Vue Test Centre, Authorised Certiport Test
Centre, MICT SETA Accredited Training Provider, CBP Business Skills
Courses
Vendor Accreditations
Microsoft, CompTIA, Oracle, SAP, APMG, MARIST Institute for Data
Centre Professionals (IDCP), Certified Business Professional.
Contact details
Web: www.netcampus.com
E-mail: info@netcampus.com
Tel: 011 266 5405

Main line of business
Classroom training for Microsoft Office and technical certifications, IT governance certifications, soft skills, business skills certifications,
content development services for e-learning and blended learning, learnerships, internships, SAP certifications, Oracle Certifications.
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LGIT Smart Solutions

M-Cot Corporate Training

Company profile
A Certified Microsoft Silver
Learning Partner, LGIT Smart
Solutions delivers customised
training solutions to the corporate market in Africa, focusing
on Microsoft and ITIL Founda-

Company profile
M-Cot provides a broad range
of training interventions, from
basic PC orientation through
programming to operating
systems, elementary life skills
to executive level leadership

tion. Founded in 2000, it is
growing and is synonymous
with quality training solutions.
Contact details
011 802 1636
www.lgit.co.za

courses. M-Cot is accredited
with the MICT SETA.
Contact details
086 0 100-600
www.m-cot.co.za

Main line of business
Delivery of customised Microsoft and ITIL training solutions.

Main line of business
On-site training on a range of IT and soft skills.

Majestic Training

Mendi Consulting Services

Company profile
Majestic Training provides specialised training to individuals
and companies. It also offers
business skills development
courses. The company provides
Cisco and Microsoft training.

Contact details
012 346 0532
www.majestictraining.co.za

Main line of business
Cisco, Packeteer, Oracle, CompTIA, Microsoft training.

Company profile
An ICT company founded by
black women, Mendi Consulting Services offers a range of
training options, from basic
computer training to advanced
IT technical courses.

Contact details
011 492 2476
www.menditraining.co.za

Main line of business
Operating system, MS Office Adobe, Web development training.

Oracle University
Certifications
With nearly two million Oracle certified professionals in the world
today, the Oracle Certification program is a recognised industry
standard. Oracle certifications are tangible benchmarks of
experience and expertise. Our most popular certifications are:
Java SE6 Programmer OCP
Java SE7 Programmer OCA
Java SE8 Programmer OCA
Database 11g Administrator OCA
Database 11g Administrator OCP
Database 12c Administrator OCA
Oracle Database SQL OCE
Oracle PL/SQL Developer OCA
Company profile
There is simply no better way to make the most of your Oracle investments than to train with Oracle University, the premier provider
of education for Oracle technologies and products. As one of the
largest global corporate training organisations, Oracle University
offers thousands of classroom courses, as well as a comprehensive
and growing—set of digital training options. For example, one
Unlimited Learning Subscription provides a full year of unlimited
access to all of Oracle’s Training On Demand, Oracle Learning
Streams and Oracle Cloud Learning Subscription content.
Visit Oracle University on the web at education.oracle.com.

Oracle Approved Delivery Partners and Education Resellers
Africom IT Solution, Amrec (Pty)Ltd, Bytes People Solutions a Division of Altron, TMT (Pty) Ltd, EOH Mthombo PtyL Ltd, KPMG
Services Pty Ltd, Milestone Project Management Solution (Pty) Ltd,
ProjectLink Holdings Pty Ltd, Torque IT.
Contact details
Tel: +27 ( 0 )11 319 4111
E-mail: education_za@oracle.com
Oracle Web: education.oracle.com
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Netcampus
Company profile
A MICT SETA accredited and
member of the Business Connexion Group, Netcampus
delivers blended IT learning solutions. It offers over 8
000 course titles that can be
custom-made to meet client

On The Ball Training College
requirements, including SAP,
Microsoft, Cisco, project management, CompTIA, Adobe,
Linux and more.
Contact details
011 266 6345
www.netcampus.com

Company profile
Options in Training offers enduser computer and business
skills courses to the corporate
market, including one-onone training and unlimited
telephonic and e-mail support.

Options is based in Bramley
and specialises in computer
and business skills.
Contact details
011 887 8885
www.optionsit.co.za

Main line of business
A blended IT learning solutions and services provider

Main line of business
Computer and business skills training consultants.

NetCB

Options in Training

Company profile
NetCB is a provider of customised technical training, workshops and business seminars
throughout Africa. It specialises
in knowledge, security and
infrastructure management

solutions through subsidiaries
in Africa.
Contact details
012 844 0744
www.netcb.co.za

Main line of business
Technical training, workshops and business seminars throughout
Africa

Company profile
Options in Training offers enduser computer and business
skills courses to the corporate
market, including one-onone training and unlimited
telephonic and e-mail support.

Options is based in Bramley
and specialises in computer
and business skills.
Contact details
011 887 8885
www.optionsit.co.za

Main line of business
Computer and business skills training consultants.

Real IRM

	
  

Company profile
Real IRM is a leading enterprise architecture specialist, offering a
comprehensive portfolio of products and services worldwide.
The company has transformed enterprise architecture into a real,
practical deliverable that creates sustainable business advantage and
adds value to business operations, regardless of size or complexity.
Certifications
TOGAF 9
ArchiMate 2
IT4IT
Open CA
Open CITS
Open FAIR

Accreditations
Real IRM is an Accredited Training Provider for The Open Group
and presents accredited TOGAF, ArchiMate, IT4IT and Open FAIR
courses.
Contact details
training@realirm.com
www.realirm.com/training/courses
+27 11 805 3734

Main line of business
Real IRM is a leading enterprise architecture specialist offering a portfolio of training services, professional services, and technical services
worldwide. Real IRM is a franchise and sole representative of The Open Group in South Africa.
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Oracle University
Company profile
Oracle University offers specialised training and certification
from expert Oracle instructors
to enhance the adoption of
Oracle technologies. Candidates can train in classrooms,

Presentation Software
through online or self-study
training.
Contact details
011 319 4111
www.education.oracle.com

Company profile
Presentation Software Training
is an innovative training centre
committed to providing its
clients with the best service.
Courses include software and
presentation skills training, as
well as soft skills training.

Contact details
021 914 0850
www.psttraining.co.za

Main line of business
Training and certification in Oracle technologies.

Main line of business
Microsoft Office, Microsoft Project, Vusio, CorelDraw,
data capturing

Pink Elephant

Quintica

Company profile
Pink Elephant is a global
supplier of IT management
education, consulting and ITSM
service desk support solutions.

Contact details
011 656 0020
www.pinkelephant.co.za

Main line of business
IT service management education and consulting

Company profile
Quintica is an ICT and professional services systems
integration company delivering
sophisticated infrastructure
and technology solutions, from
strategy, design and transition

through to operations and
service improvement.
Contact details
011 026 5990
www.quintica.com

Main line of business
Microsoft Office, Microsoft Project, Vusio, CorelDraw,
data capturing

Torque IT

Company profile
With over 20 years of experience, Torque IT is recognised
across the globe as the leading information communication
Technology (ICT) training solutions provider to clients throughout
Africa. The Torque IT business is based on a culture of customer
service and an unwavering commitment to always providing the
highest quality training and service available. Torque IT offers
completely customizable training and enablement solutions, that
are tailored to your specific requirements whilst retaining the quality
and credibility associated with standard vendor authorized training
courses. International certification is always promoted, which
leads to a better industry reputation, improved efficiency and
competitiveness, thereby enabling the current and future generation
of IT professionals.

Training and certification solutions
Torque IT takes training to the next level by:
• Offering training on 24+ key vendor technologies,
all under one roof
• Maintaining a 92% client satisfaction rating
• Providing 65 state of the art training facilities
• Offering our Clients 6 different training methods:
Virtual training, Onsite training, Customised training, Distanc
learning, a rolling six month public schedule and various blended
training solutions
• Scheduling 320+ vendor – accredited courses per month
• Training in over 20+ African countries
Contact details
Anneline van Rooyen, Sales Director, +27(0)11 602 9000,
info@torque-it.com, www.torque-it.com

Main line of business
Torque IT assists clients to strategically master their technology investment by providing the ever so popular, industry-preferred,
instructor-led training methodology. Training is conducted in a dynamic practical and theoretical environment through the use of
hands-on-labs, vendor accredited courseware and interactive discussions, overseen by a team of internationally certified instructors.
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Listings

Quirk Education
Company profile
SAP has a full suite of software
training and education courses
and certifications designed
to help companies maximise
SAP solutions. SAP Education
also helps create, disseminate,

Richfield Graduate Institute of Technology
assess, and manage training
content.
Contact details
021 462 7353
www.quirk.biz/courses

Company profile
Richfield Graduate Institute of
Technology operates higher
education and further education training at campuses
located across most major
cities. Post-school education qualifications are offered

at National FET Certificate,
higher certificate, advanced
certificate, diploma and degree
levels.
Contact details
011 834 3051
www.pctrainingonline.co.za

Main line of business
Education in online marketing

Main line of business
IT training, secretarial studies, marketing, BBA, accounting.

Radical Training

SAP

Company profile
Radical Training is an education provider endorsed by
the International Institute of
Business Analysts. It offers
business analyst development
workshops, courses in project

management, object-oriented
analysis and design relational
data analysis, and more.
Contact details
031 564 4933
www.radtrain.co.za

Main line of business
Training endorsed by the International Institute of Business
Analysts.

Company profile
SAP has a full suite of software
training and education courses
and certifications designed
to help companies maximise
SAP solutions. SAP Education
also helps create, disseminate,

assess and manage training
content.
Contact details
011 235 6000
www.sap.com/africa/trainingeducation

Main line of business
Training and education courses and certifications in
SAP solutions

Wolfpack Cyber Academy

Company profile
A level 1 B-BBEE contributor, Wolfpack Information Risk assists
clients in managing their IT governance, privacy, information and
cyber security programmes more efficiently. Its specialist staff utilise
the latest research, threat intelligence, high-impact training, awareness and advisory solutions. Wolfpack Information Risk has a strong
sense of community and a genuine interest in making a difference in
the fight against cyber crime.
Certifications
CompTIA: Security+ & CASP
Logical Operations: Cyber Security First responder
ISACA: CISM exam prep course, COBIT 5 Foundation, ISO 27001
Foundation, Lead Implementer, Lead Auditor, ISO 22301 BCM Foundation, Lead Implementer, Lead Auditor, ISO 3100 Risk Foundation,
Risk Manager, ISO 31010 Risk Assessment Techniques, ISO 27005
IT Foundation, IT Risk Manager, ISO 27035 Lead Incident Response,
PECB Lead Penetration Test Professional

Accreditations
CompTIA authorised partner, DQS partner, PECB partner
Level 1 BBBEE Contributor
Vendor Accreditations
CompTIA, PECB, Services SETA
Contact details
Unit A2, Rock Cottage Office Park, Corner Christiaan de Wet and
John Vorster Roads, Randpark Ridge, 1715
011 794 7322 www.wolfpackrisk.com
academy@wolfpackrisk.com

Main line of business
The Wolfpack Cyber Academy provides a highly effective training programme to attract, assess and continuously develop information risk
skills within an organisation. Standard and customised instructor-led cyber security training and distance-learning solutions. Awareness services and animated videos or simulations help keep users aware of threats. Wolfpack is a trusted advisor to a growing number of government and private organisations on the continent.
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COMMUNICATE PERSONNEL

CONNECTS GREAT PEOPLE WITH GREAT CAREERS

LEADING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RECRUITMENT SOLUTIONS SPECIALIST
Connect with one of our specialist IT recruitment consultants who are focused on
understanding your career vision and working with you to achieve your career goals.
OUR SPECIALISATION INCLUDES:
• Business Analysis
• Software Development
• IT Management

• Software Engineering
• Project Management
• Business Intelligence

And if you are a company looking for great people, let us solve your staffing needs.

CONNECT WITH US TODAY FOR TOP TALENT AND GREAT CAREERS:
www.communicate.co.za
CAPE TOWN IT
T: +27 21 418 1750
E: capetownit@communicate.co.za
GAUTENG – BRUMA IT
T: +27 11 622 2723
E: bruma@communicate.co.za
GAUTENG – MIDRAND IT
T: +27 11 318 2101
E: midrandit@communicate.co.za

Communicate Personnel is the proud sponsor of the CareerWeb/ITWeb Salary Survey 2016.

3D Studio Max

Accounting Technician BQF5

✓
✓

COBIT 5 Administration

✓

COBIT 5 Assesor

Adobe Photoshop

✓

COBIT 5 Foundation

✓

APMG: AgilePM Foundation &
Practitioner
APMG: PRINCE2 Foundation &
Practitioner

✓

✓

Apple Certified Support Professional
(ACSP)
Apple Certified Technical Coordinator
(ACTC)

Archimate

Torque IT

Real IRM

✓

✓

✓

Oracle University

✓

Cisco Video Specialised

Adobe InDesign

APMG: Agile Project Management

Foster-Melliar iSolve

Cisco Sales - Selling Business Outcomes

Adobe Illustrator

Amazon Web Services (AWS) Syops
Administrator Associate level
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Developer Associate Level
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Developer Professional Level
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Solution
Architect – Associate level
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Solution
Architect – Professional level

CTU Training
Solutions

Bytes people
Solutions

Torque IT

Real IRM

Oracle University

Foster-Melliar iSolve

CTU Training
Solutions

Certifications

Bytes people
Solutions
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✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

COBIT 5 Implementation

✓

CompTIA A+

✓

CompTIA A+ 900 Series

✓

CompTIA A+ Part I 7 Part II

✓

CompTIA Advanced Security
Practitioner (CASP)

✓

✓

CompTIA Cloud Essentials

✓

✓

✓

CompTIA Cloud+

✓

✓

✓

✓

CompTIA Document Imaging
Architect (CDIA)

✓

✓

✓

✓

CompTIA IT Fundamentals

✓

✓

✓

✓

CompTIA Linux+ Powered by LPI

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

CompTIA Mastery: Advanced Security
Practitioner (CASP)

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

AutoCAD

✓

CompTIA Mobile App Security+

✓

✓

AutoDesk

✓

CompTIA Mobility+

✓

✓

CCDA

✓

✓

CompTIA Network+

✓

✓

CCDP

✓

✓

CompTIA Printing and
Document Imaging (PDI)

✓

CompTIA Project+

✓

✓

✓

✓

CompTIA Security+

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

CCNA Cloud

✓
✓

✓

✓

CCNA Collaboration

✓

CCNA Data Center

✓

✓

CompTIA Server+

CCNA Routing & Switching

✓

✓

EC-Council Advanced Specialized: Certified
Chief Information Security Officer (CCISO)

✓
✓
✓

CCNA Security

✓

✓

EC-Council Application Security: Certified
Secure Programmer.NET (ESCP.NET)

CCNA Service Provider

✓

✓

CCNA Voice

✓

✓

✓

CCNA Wireless

✓

✓

EC-Council Fundamental: Certified Secure
Computer User (CSCU)
EC-Council Fundamental: Network Security
Administrator (ENSA)
EC-Council Intermediate: Certified Ethical
Hacker (CEH)

✓

✓

CCNP Collaboration

✓

✓

EC-Council Intermediate: Computer
Hacking Forensic Investigator (CHFI)

✓

✓

CCNP Data Centre

✓

✓

Flash

CCNP Routing & Switching

✓

✓

CCNP Security

✓

✓

CCNP Service Provider

✓

✓

CCNP Voice

✓

CCNP Wireless

✓

Certified Business Professional

✓

Further Education and Training: End User
Computing NQF 3
Further Education and Training: Generic
Management NQF 4
Further Education and Training: Network
operations NQF 4
Further Education and Training:
Technical support CompTIA NQF 4
Further Education and Training:
Technical support NQF 4
Further Education and Training: Technical
support NQF 5

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Check Point Certified Managed Security
Expert
Check Point Certified Security
Administrator (CCSA)
Check Point Certified Security Expert
(CCSE)

✓

Internet and Core Computing

✓

✓

ISO/IEC 20000 Foundation

✓

✓

✓

✓

ISO/IEC 27001 Foundation

✓

✓

✓

Check Point Certified Security Master

✓

ISO/IEC 20000 Practitioner

✓

✓

Cisco Data Center Unified Computing:
Design Specialist
Cisco Data Center Unified Computing:
Support Specialist
Cisco Data Center Unified Fabric:
Design Specialist
Cisco Data Center Unified Fabric: Support
Specialist

✓

✓

ISO/IEC 27001 Practitioner

✓

✓

✓

✓

ISTQB Foundation / Advanced Test
Manager /Analyst

✓

✓

✓

IT4IT

✓

✓

ITIL Capability Intermediate

Cisco NEXUS 5K

✓

ITIL Foundation

Cisco NEXUS 7K

✓

ITIL Lifecycle Intermediate

Cisco NEXUS 9K In NX OS Mode & ACI Mode

✓

Kepner-Tregoe

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSE: Private Cloud

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Linux Professional Institute 201 & 202

✓

✓

Loyalist Certification Services (ITIL)

✓

Managing Across the Lifecycle (MALC)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSA: SQL Server 2012

✓

✓

MCSA: Windows 8.1

✓

MCSA: Server 2012

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSD: SharePoint Developer

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSD: Web Applications

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSD: Windows Store Apps Using C#

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSD: Windows Store Apps Using
HTML5

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSE: Business Intelligence

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSE: Communication

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSE: Data Platform

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSE: Desktop Infrastructure

✓

✓

Torque IT

Real IRM

Oracle University

Foster-Melliar iSolve

CTU Training
Solutions

Bytes people
Solutions

Torque IT

Real IRM

Oracle University

Foster-Melliar iSolve

CTU Training
Solutions

Bytes people
Solutions
MCSE: Enterprise Devices & Apps
MCSE: Messaging

Oracle Certified Expert Oracle Solaris 10
Network Administrator
Oracle Certified Expert Oracle Solaris 10
Security Administrator
Oracle Certified Master Java EE 6
Enterprise Architect
Oracle Certified Master Java SE6
Developer
Oracle Certified Professional Java ME 1
Mobile Application Developer
Oracle Certified Professional Java SE7
Programmer
Oracle Certified Professional Java SE8
Programmer
Oracle Certified Professional MySQL
Database Administrator
Oracle Certified Professional MySQL
Database Developer
Oracle Certified Professional Oracle
Solaris 10 System Administrator
Oracle Certified Professional Oracle Solaris
11 System Administrator
Oracle Database 11g Administrator
Certified Associate
Oracle Database 11g Administrator
Certified Master
Oracle Database 11g Administrator
Certified Professional
Oracle Database 11g Performance Tuning
Certified Expert
Oracle Database 11g R2 SQL Tuning
Certified Expert
Oracle Database 12c Administrator
Certified Associate
Oracle Database Cloud Administrator
Certified Master

Linux Professional Institute 101 & 102

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

MCSE: Server Infrastructure

✓

✓

✓

✓

Oracle Database Cloud Administrator
Certified Professional

✓

✓

✓

MCSE: SharePoint

✓

✓

✓

✓

Oracle Database SQL Certified Expert

✓

✓

✓

✓

Oracle PL/SQL Developer Certified
Associate

✓

✓

✓

Oracle Real Application Clusters 11g and Grid
Infrastructure Administrator Certified Expert
Oracle Weblogic Server 10g System
Administrator Certified Expert
Oracle Weblogic Server 12c Certified
Implementation Specialist

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Microsoft Specialist: Managing Projects
with Microsoft Project 2013
National Certificate:
Business Analysis NQF 5
National Certificate:
Contact centre NQF 2, 3 and 4
National Certificate: Generic
management NQF 5
National Senior Certificate – Information
Technology: End-user computing NQF level 3
National Certificate: Information
Technology: Systems Support NQF Level 5
National Certificate: Information
Technology: Technical Support NQF Level 4
National Certificate: NQF Level 3 Information
Technology: End User Computing
National Certificate: NQF Level 4 Information
Technology: Systems Development
National Certificate: NQF Level 4 Information
Technology: Technical Support
National certificate: NQF Level 5 Information
Technology: Systems Development
National Certificate: NQF Level 5 Information
Technology: Systems Support

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Pivotal: Spring Professional

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

PMI: Project Management:
CAPM Certification
PMI: Project Management: PMP
Certification
Red Hat Certificate of Expertise:
Enterprise Virtualization

✓

✓

✓

Red Hat Enterprise Engineer 7

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Red Hat JBoss Administration

✓

✓

✓

✓

Red Hat System Administration 7

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Sage Pastel

✓

✓

Service Desk Institute: Analyst

Novell NCE-ES

✓

Open FAIR
Oracle Advanced PL/SQL Developer
Certified Professional
Oracle Application Express Developer
Certified Expert

✓

Oracle Certified Associate Java SE7

✓

Oracle Certified Associate Java SE8

✓

Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Solaris 10
Operating System
Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Solaris 11
System Administrator
Oracle Certified Associate Weblogic Server
11g System Administrator
Oracle Certified Expert Java EE6
Enterprise JavaBeans Developer
Oracle Certified Expert Java EE6 Java
Persistence API Developer
Oracle Certified Expert Java EE6
JavaServer Faces Developer
Oracle Certified Expert Java EE6 Web
Component Developer

✓

Oracle Certified Expert Java EE6 Web
Services Developer

✓

Service Desk Institute: Manager

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11.2

✓

✓

TIPA

✓

✓

TOGAF

✓

✓

VCAP6 - DCV Deploy

✓

✓

✓

VCAP6 - DCV Design

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

VCP6 - Cloud Management &
Automation (CMA)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

VCP6 - Data Center Virtualization (DCV)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

VCP6 - Desktop & Mobility (DTM)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

VCP6 - Network Virtualization (NV)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Veeam Certified Engineer (VMCE)

✓

✓

✓

VMware vSPHERE v6

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
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Torque IT

✓

Real IRM

✓

Oracle University

Foster-Melliar iSolve

Bytes people Solutions

Torque IT

Real IRM

Oracle University

Foster-Melliar iSolve

ITpreneurs Training Partner

✓

CTU Training Solutions

Adobe

CTU Training Solutions

Accreditations

Bytes people Solutions
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✓

AgilePM Training Organisation with
APMG

✓

ITSMF South Africa

✓

Amazon Authorised Training Partner on
the AWS Partner Network

✓

JBoss Authorised Training Partner

✓

Apple Authorised Training Center

✓

Linux Professional Institute Training
Partner

✓

Autodesk

merSETA

✓
✓

AXELOS Accredited Training Organisation

✓

Microsoft Partner Network Learning
Partner: Gold

British Computer Society Accredited
Training Provider

✓

Microsoft Partner Network Learning
Partner: Silver

Castle Testing Center (Business
Qualifications)

✓

MICT SETA Accredited Training Provider

CBP Authorised Training Partner

✓

✓

Novell Specialised Managed Partner

Certiport Authorised Testing Center

✓

✓

Oracle

Checkpoint Authorised Training Center

✓
✓

Cisco Learning Partner Associate
Cisco Specialised Learning Partner
(Direct)

Citrix Authorised Learning Center

✓

CIW Authorised Training Partner

✓

COBIT Licensed Affiliate
CompTIA Authorised Gold Partner

✓
✓

CompTIA Authorised Partner

✓

Construction Education and Training
Authority (CETA)

✓

EC-Council Accredited Training
Centre

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

Oracle Approved Reseller

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Oracle Workforce Development Program

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

PMI Registered Education Provider

✓

✓

QCTO

✓

Red Hat Certified Training Partner

✓

HDI Accredited Training Provider

✓

SABPP

✓

✓

Sage Pastel Authorised Training Center

✓

IBM

✓

SASSETA

✓

ISACA Accredited Training Organisation

✓

Services SETA

ISO/IEC 20000 Accredited Training
Organisation with APMG International

✓

SUSE Specialised Managed Partner

ISO/IEC 27001 Accredited Training
Organisation with APMG International

✓

The Open Group Accredited
Training Provider

ITIL Accredited Training Organisation with
APMG International

✓

Veeam Authorised Education Center
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VMware Authorised Training Center

✓

✓

✓
✓

HP

✓

✓
✓

Service Desk Institute Accredited
Training Organisation with APMG

✓

✓

PRINCE2 Accredited Training
Organisation with APMG
Pivotal Authorised Training
Partner
PMSA Platinum Registered
Education Training Provider

✓

✓

✓
✓

G2G3 Accredited training provider

ITIL Licensed Affiliate

✓

✓

Prometric Testing Center

✓

✓
✓

Peoplecert

✓

CompTIA Authorised Platinum Partner

FASSET Seta accredited

✓

✓

Oracle Approved Education Center

Pearson VUE Testing Center

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
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Register your CV at www.careerweb.co.za
and find that new challenge.
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Opinion
Text Michelle Avenant

The e-learning challenge we
need to talk about
content, and teachers. This stumbling block is
learners’ concentration.

Different worlds

I

f you have this magazine in your
hands, I’m sure I don’t need to go
over the importance of embracing
e-learning as an educational method,
and why it’s worth all the challenges
we face in implementing it.
In over a year of reporting on digital
education, I’ve heard countless discussions
and debates about many of these challenges:
making all the hardware co-operate, choosing
the right software platforms and programmes,
teacher training and change management
that yields sustainable results, and designing
syllabi that are relevant and engaging to
generations of digital natives.
In short, educators across SA are putting
their heads together to get digital education,
as a massive new system, to work.
Yet in all this deliberation, there is one big
obstacle that seems always overlooked, and it
stands in the path of even the most brilliantlydesigned system of hardware, software,
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Boredom and procrastination are by no
means new phenomena, but for even the
most interested and motivated digital natives,
e-learning means trying to study in a space
flooded with media and social networking
companies making every effort to interrupt
what they are doing to vie for their (very
monetiseable) gaze.
For previous generations, the walls between
work and play were more distinct and took
some effort to scale. Leaving one’s homework
to watch TV or read a book, for instance,
required a conscious decision to get up from
one’s desk and pick up a different object.
Even in the early days of social networks,
getting off Facebook to focus on Sparknotes
was as simple as closing a tab or logging out.
Yet today’s learners are inundated with
pop-up social networking notifications on
multiple devices at once, and checking just
one of these can turn too easily into an hour
of wasted time.
Increasing amounts of multimedia content,
clickbait, and more personally-tailored feeds
are not the only reasons for this.
Scientific studies have likened the brain’s
responses to using social media to an
addiction – and one with a very short reward
cycle: an enjoyable piece of content rarely
provokes feelings of satisfaction that are
lasting enough for the user to close the tab
instead of staying and looking for more.
While several apps exist to help users stay
off certain programs and Web sites while they
need to work, these are a feeble solution for
learners who need to use social media and
social networks as part of their research.
I would suggest that when considering
the needs of learners growing into an
ever-digitising world, lessons in how to
concentrate on work despite all odds should
be a priority. TG

Oracle Cloud
Learning Subscriptions
End-to-end Cloud Training that Simplifies Your Journey to the Cloud.

Preview Now:
http://education.oracle.com/cloud

